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A. range like cut, "The
Madel Stewart," 8-inch
cavers, 18 inch oven with

The

Only- $3*2.00

same

covers,
mantle.

~o

Disappearing Searchlight

range with 8 in.
inch oven with

Only $3T*00
Largest Assortment

Most Successful and Brilliant Functicn
of the Season.

We

Carry Complete Line

of House

Exchange
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?r^KELL'

"HOME ENVIRONMENT"
just

as

work.

liveable

as

possible.

Enlist

aid in

our

this

ly

are

ine

beautiful. No artist could imagwonderful

more

colorings.

DUR-

ABLE, WASHABLE, SANITARY AND
the colors are forever fadeless.

M. F.

47—Exchange St.—47

Beautiful Home Talks

Don't

Bragdon Paint Co.

(The Yellow Front.)

GrO

Home

"W ITHOUT

SOUVENIR
We have a

OF

.A.

PORTLAND

nice line to select from.

PAGE & SHAW'S CANDY-ALWAYS FRESH
STORES

SIMMONS & HAMMOND

Conjrreiw» St.
Portland. M®•

Depondable Druggists

Chebeague

twice

MANY OF THE SUMMER COLONY
WILL REMAIN THIS MONTH.
Several

Delightful

Social Affairs Given
the Past Week.

Postmaster
Henry 'W. Bowen was
the recipient of a letter from
Mr.
Charles 'H. Story of Lewiston,'Me., district manager of New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. Thursday last,
relating to the petition for telephone
service on Chl'.jeagTje.
Mr. Story regretted to'say that owing to the delay
In the extension to Long
Island. It
wotild be Impossible to entertain establishment of service at Chebeague
during the open season this year. The
company have taken the matter under
consideration relative to the large expense involved in establishing and
maintain'#; such service and will as

aooh

as

many
people would have
However, all those who came
Thursday had a most enjoyable time
and did not regret in the least that
they had come.
The Pelham
has lost some
of Us
guests in the past two weeks.
Mrs.
Margaret Thompson of the Phillipine
Islands, who has been staying here for
two weeks, has gone to San Francisco
where she will join her husband who
Is manager of the Westinghouse Company's exhitj* at the Panama Exposition.
Mr.
and Mrs. Thompson
have
visited in almost every country in the
world, Mr. Thompson's business being
such
that
he
travels extensively
about the globe.
Mrs. Fitch, sister to
Mrs. Thompson, who also has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. "Hamilton,
is accompaning her across the continent.
Miss Mary T. Grout, who
has
been
the
summer
spending
here,
leaves on Saturday for a week with
her aunt, Mrs. 'Herbert Wilson. From
there she goes to Westfleld, Mass.,
where she is an Instructor In the Normal Training
School. Mrs. Herbert
Wilson from Pawtucket, Mass., comes
to the Pelham for a short vacation.
Mrs. Wilson will be accompanied by
her daughter, Miss Ethel H. Wlleon, of
Mr. Wilson Is al*o expectNew York.
ed to sperid a few days at the Pelham
while his wife and daughter are there.
Mrs. George (Hill, one of the island
residents, who makes Portland a winter home, is occupying her home here
at present.
The gardons surrounding the Pelham are now In perfect condition and
many of the lsland»3>eople are making
It a point to visit them before leaving
the Ifland. Dally many of the visitors
are to* be seen with hand«Of*e;;banch<M
of sweet-peas In their hands from Mr.
Hamilton's garden.
Throughout the
summer sweet-peas and other do were
have adorned the Children'* Orphan
(Continued on pa«« 8).
come.

————

possible determine and advise

with Mr. Bowen on what financial basis service can be rendered.

The l>adles Circle of the Chestnut
8treet Methodist Episcopal church of
Portland were recently entertained at
the East End by Mrs. L. C.' Wll«on at
the Ooddard-Wllson cottage. Twen'yflve members spent the day here and
all had a most enjoyable time.
Mrs.
Ooddard's guests were as follows:
Mrs.
T. 13. McDonald, and
President,
the following members of the club,
Mrs. Buxton, Miss Ruth Boynton, Mrs.
Barrett, Miss Kahlo. Miss 8crlbner,
Mrs. Thomas Pratt, Miss Cutler, Mrs.
York, Mrs. Norton, Mrs. Woodman,
Mrs. Baldwin,;. Miss (Helen Ooddard.
Mrs- Dean, Mrs: Oarleaon and three
children, thp Misses **Altce,
Annette
and
Befnlce Wllaon,
Mra. Mary
Hawkes, Mrs. Jessie Orr, Mrs. Carney
and the hostess, Mrs. L. C. Ooddard.
If the weather had been favorable and
the clUb had come on Wtotneadaf as
bad been previously planned nearly
■

as

Landing, Chebeague.

Halpff £. Ham*, IHana^r

—

return to St. Louis this winter. Miss
Part cf the crew cn the work have
Mcffltt remaining east to go to board- : been
handling cables which connect
ing school in Connecticut and Mr. Mcttysi Great Diamond fortifications
Candless to enter/ Priuretcn tJnivertransmit power for the searchftfft
'j.tm
sity. Both wore becomingly attract- lights and the necessary telephone
ive costumes
a beautiful
wires to the Long Island station.
Spanish princess with a heavy Car- Rumors that a masked battery was to
mencila veil of genuine Spanish lace, be
placed there have been emphaticaland a European prince, garbed in the ly denied
by the United States Engibright uniform of a nussar, with red neers' Department.
riding trousers, high boots, and typical
old
fashioned
military jacket hat.
Mrs. Moffitt in the dress of a daughter
of 1812 made a most bewitching and
charmingly attractive hostess and Mrs.
McCandless radiated joy upon all, cos- VIRGINIA TANNER TO PERFORM
IT AT GREEK PAGEANT.
tumed as an American Red Cross head
nurse.
The guests tegan to arrive
sharply after 8.30 and were received Special Rates to be Made for Students
at the door by the hostesses and those
and School Children.
in whose honor the party was given.
The committee in charge of the reBy nine o'clock all had arrived and prcducticn of the Greek
to be
midst a
highly prevailing spirit of given Sept. 10 and 11 atPageant
Cumberland
good fun, the grand march began, led Foreside have
announced that Miss
by Mrs. Moftitt and Mrs. McCandless,
Virginia Tanner will herself take the
followed closely by the birthday honleading part of Circe, the enchantress,
ored cnes and a great crowd of old
in the Adventures of Ulysses. 'Supand young, many not knowing with
ported by a group of handsome young
whom they marched, the disguises
ladies she will present her wonderful
and costumes were so cleverly precloudburst dance to which the New
pared. Scarcely had this gala march York and
Brooklyn papers devoted so
ended, when, from somewhere in the much
space when it was given in
distance, the music of a hand-organ
Brooklyn. They proclaimed it the
was heard.
Gradually this sound ap- most marvelous dance ever attempted
proached, when after a short while, | and declared that in it Miss
Tanner
.Mr. ana Airs. .ionn r. Ttiomas of Hinghad demonstrated herself to be one of
ham, Mass., made their debut as the
greatest dancers of the age.
Italians who had but recently emiIt is not too much to say that Frigrated to this country, and had chosen day and
Saturday, Sept. 10 and 11, will
as
their
organ grinding
profession. be red letter days for Portland and
won
the
as
the
most
They
prize
origi- vicinity, and indeed for this whole secnally costumed. Ixnid applause was tion of Maine, with Miss Tanner tak- I
given them. Mrs. Thomas was as ing part and
dancing In the great
beautiful as any of those noted Neapageant which she herself has written
politan beauties, while "Jack", as and directed.
usual, sent all into a roar of laughter,
The performance of Friday, Sept. 10,
when he so cleverly announced his, in will
be. specially designated for school
America, newly acquired intentions.
children and students. Prominent eduThe two costumes which took first cators
who viewed the first producplace as the most picturesque were tion of the pageant at Great
Chebeague
the two "sweet girl graduates", repre- Island in
July, recognized its educasented by Mrs. George Shepard Page tional
advantages, and joined in the
of Boston, who carried away the prize
genuine demand for a repetition.
It
last year at a somewhat similar ball is
probable that mapy prominent eduand Mrs. W. K. Dana of Westbrook, cators will
be guests at the pageant
Me.
Both were dresed in pure white on
that afternoon. Special rates will
dresses with facial masques, each car- be made
for the school children and
rying her diploma tied in red and students.
white ribbons. They were absolutely
unrecognizable and were much applauded.
Incidentally, these young
ladles from St. Louis were dressed
alike:
the
Misses
Sydnle Brown,
Ellse Boeckler and Dorothy Collins
POPULAR
CHEBEAGUE
HOTEL
wore oriental costumes of unsurpassed
HA8 MANY QUE3T3 REGISTERED.
Miss
Collins and Miss Brown
beauty.
wore deep red Egyptian gowns with
Delightful Whist Party Given Friday
colored
many
fringes and black lace
Evening.
hot obtainable since the outbreak of
the
war.
Miss
Boeckler's
costume
.During the past week many guests
was was very similar In style, but was .have added their names
to the hotfel
of a dark yellow color and she wore register and some of these will remain
r
many strings of pearls as a head orna- until after Labor Day.
The Hotel'Will,
Miss Ruth Gregg of St, I^ouls as usual, remain open until about Sepment.
was a most attractive fairy goddess,
tember 20th, and If there are any who
with a large golden star arranged In desire to remain later than that date,
her hair.. Ices were continually served the management will gladly
accomowith small cakes and most delicious date them.
The social life is as active
fruit-punch during and between the as ever and during the past few days
dances. Coffee in delightful little cups many affairs have been given. Thurswas Indulged in by many who found it
day a delightful clam bake In which
very convenient to have it served on thirty took part, was enjoyed at Goose
the veranda with the ice cream and Island.
It was one of the moot succakes. Two very large cakes, elabo- cessful
affairs given this season and
rately decorated, one bearing eighteen the guests were greatly pleased and
white candles with pink frosting for
extended their felicitations to (Messrs.
Miss Moffltt and another bearing 19 C.
Lloyd Claff and Willis Sanderson
pink candles on a white frosting. Each who bo
successfully managed the outcut the flrqt niece while enthusiastic
ing. Friday evening a whist party was
friend* ble#' out 1he candles* wl^h >
given'ia tttA Hotel parlor and sixteen
many good wishes for ti.e birthday guests
enjoyed a' rhost * pleasurable
prince and princess. The platform oft
evening. The first prize, a water cftlor
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NOW OPEN
Famous for years
for its liberal management, superb location
and
fine
shore dinners.
Evmodern.
erything
Special orchestra.
Accommodates 500.
Rates, booklets and
floor plans on ap-

Cloudburst Dance

on

llauser

in r,

jUaka 3f0latt& ^axt&£

"TUMfF"

The Old Elm at Eastern
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Rubinstein
Nevin
(b) Venetian Love Sour,
Nevin
Polish Dance,
Scharwenkai
Sunday evening several students
from the Tuskeegee Institute will furnish a musical program of exceptional
merit.
The late Mr. W. H. Chase of
Waltham, Mass., who was one of the
three members of the Waltham Elks
to lose his life by the
sinking of a
raft on which he was
participating in
the water carnival given in that
city
in honor of the Governors' visit last
week
was
well
known
here.
Mr.
Chase spent the month of July at the
hotel and was well known to
many
guests here and an intimate friend of
the
On
manager.
hearing of his
friend's death, Mr. Rowe sent a letter
of sympathy to his family and Monday he received a letter from them
thanking him for his kindness in their
bereavement. At the request of Mr.
Rowe, Mr. Wilfred Barnes of Boston
iepreseniea Mr. Kowe at the funeral.
Tuesday afternoon last, Mr. and Mrs.
James Miller
Hill of
Philadelphia,
both of whom have been at the hotel
the entire season, left for their
home,
to the sincere regret of
every guest
in the hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill have
been yearly sojourners for fourteen
and
each year they are among
years
the
leaders
in
all
social
affairs.
Their many friends trust to have
them with them again in 191G. When
they left the hotel to go to the steamer
here a crowd of the guests accompanI ied them to the wharf and gave them
; a farewell salute as the steamer left.
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Cradle Souk.

(b)r Melody

at noon, the entire company will embark upon a special steamer and go
to Long Island where they will
partake of one of the famous clam bakes
served
at Cushing's
Pavilion. The
party will return to the hotel for supper before departing for their return
trip. Manager Rowe has planned a
gala time for the Commandery and as
many of the members of this organization were here twelve years ago cn a
similar outine they are anticipating a
fine
time
this year.
Last
Sunday
evening the house orchestra gave anther of the'r delightful and
pleasing
concerts before a large company of
hotel guests and friends.
These Sun-

Furnishings

Exerls a powerful influence upon the ordinary individual.
Your duty Is to make your home attractive and

la)

(a)

Knights Templar, numbering one hunand fifty, are to arrive at the
a three days' outing.
The
Commandery will spend the first two
days here enjoying life at the hotel
and taking in the different places of
amusement and points of interest that
-a.iiijea.1 iu me sojourner nere.
Monday

HOMEFURNISHERS

and Federal Sts.F

Sunday Evening.

hotel for

R. S. DAVIS CO.
COMPLETE
Cor.

Concert

The season at this popular and well
conducted house will come to a close
Tuesday morning after the breakfast
hour.
Considering the unfavorable
weather that has prevailed the entire
summer, this hotel has had a very
good patronage and the number of
tourists registered at all times was
equal to last season. Manager Ralph
^2. Rowe as soon as his business will
permit will take a short rest before
resuming his duties with the faculty
cf the Portland High School.
Saturday noon the Lawrence Commandery,
dred

Easy Terms

or

PRIY1!*'
^
illV/rj

\

Peaks Island House

Placed There.

Last Friday evening, the 27th of AuSince early in June a crew of ten
gust, one of the largest and most to fifteen men have been at work on
elaborate afTairs Harpswell has ever the southeast shore of Long Island
seen was given by Mrs. Nathaniel L.
making excavations for what is now
Moffitt and Mrs. William K. McCand- said to be two of the latest
improved
less, both of St. Louis, at the Auburn huge searchlights which will stand
Harpswe'l Association Hall in honcr second only to those which have recentof their daughter and son, Miss Sophie ! ly been instalred near San
Francisco.
Moffitt and Mr. Lansden McCandless,
The work has progressed far enough
who celebrated their respective birth- In the blasting and
excavating to make
days on that grand occasion. Neither way for the construction work which
Miss Moffitt nor Mr. McCandless will wiU be under way
very soon.

The
of other patterns and
makes to be found in
Portland. We can
surely suit you.

Gash

|

day evening concerts have added much
to the pleasure of tourists and the
musicians have been the recipients of
EXCAVATIONS AT' LONG I.
BY
LAWRENCE COMMANDERY, K. T., felicitations after all the performances.
*
GOVERNMENT ENGINEERS.
The program was as follows:
HERE SATURDAY FOR OUTING.
I'oheniian Girl Selection,
llalfc
Two New and Enormous
I'omiiice,
M. Glinka
Searchlights Tuskeegee Institute Singers To Give Cello
Solo,
to be

BAL MASQUE GIVEN AT SOUTH
HARPSWELL FRIDAY EVENING.

For Fall and Winter

SECOND CLASS MAIL MATTER AUG. 18.
1902 ND
AT THE POST OFFICE AT PORTLAND. MAINK.

JUNE

Delightful Party

New Ranges
mantle.

2, 1915. {I fNTERED^
23, 191n,

plication.

AstoR "cape" ""'iiiir'7

-MAINE'S FINEST AND MOST SANITARY RESTAURANT
Finest

Combination Meal'
to

25c

Dinner

everv day 25
Sei Foo I in any
steambo.it «>h >rf.

serve

Served

in

This

-nts.

Citv

Turkey Dinner Sunday 50 cents. We are prepared
sty'e. Handy to Electrics. Few minutes walk from
Priv ite dininor room< for Ladies and Gentlemen
c

JOH N A. or. A ^

ITY, Proprietor

COME TO MAINE
NEXT YEAR
When Visiting Portland Make
Our Store Your

Headquarters

You'll Find

it

Full of

Interesting
Novelties

^

to

Take Back Home

L0RING,SH0RT& HARMON
Monument Square,

Portland, Maine.

Bailey

produce considering the little time be
has had for the rehearsals. The young
men are meeting twice a week for rehearsals. Mr. Force is to be congratulated for hie kindness and labor. The
following young men are the members
of the choir, Augustus Johnson, Harry
Colby, Ernest Gardner, Roy Merserve,
M. Ward, John E.
'EdThomas,
ward Sinnett, Perley Sinnett, Maurice
Doughty and James Thomas.

Island

The Willows.
Last week a picnic was held on Basin point, Harpswell by
Miss Esther
Root and her friends who took the trip
over in the 'Root's boat. "iHelen."
The
guests were Elizabeth Wright, Donal
Wright, Mrs. Anna Wright of Cambridge, Mass., Esther Root, Winifred
Root, George and Waldo Root of iNew
York, Riborg Mann, Jr., of Chicago,
Harriet Adams of New Haven, Conn.,
Marjorie Johnson, Katherine Bixby of

Woodbine

Seaside.

On©

In spite of the weather, which kept
many people from the island, this
house has had a good and fair proportion and many cottagers, who come
here year after year and have all taken
their meals here, have done so this
Mrs. Cram, who has
season.
had so
much experience, managed this season
as beautifully as every other one,
and
feels sure that all of the Seaside
guests returning to Bailey Island next
year, will patronize the house.

Miss Josephine R. Thorpe is entertaining her two brothers, 'Mr. Richard
C-. Thorpe, the well-known banker, and
Mr. Hubert D. Thorpe, both of New
York City.
Last Thursday the
party
took a trip to Bath and Augusta from
Orr's Island in the large
Pierce Arrow of Dr. Harriet K. 'Burnet, the noted woman physician of East Orange.
Miss Thorpe
has
entertained
very
much
company, indeed, this summer
and all of them had a fine time while
at her cottage, "Thorpedo." Last WedWoodbine and Cottages.
nesday night Miss Thorpe was hostess
to several of her friends at an informThis house is doing splendidly up to
al bridge
party at which Miss Mabel
the last moment.
The season has not
Dodson and Mr. Hubert D. Thorpe won
been better in any other house of the
at auction
from
Mrs. Clara
Louise
Bay and Mrs. Sinnett will meet with Burnham and Mr. Richard C.
Thorpe
still greater success next year when
by the remarkable score of 591
this
she again opens
well-liked and after which welch rarebit was points,
served
popular hotel. Among the late arriv- and
Burnham
enjoyed by all. Mrs.
als is iMiss E. Peterson
of
Portland and
Mr. R. C. Thorpe have challenged
who is on the island for the first time.
the winners to another game to be
She is taking dancing lessons from
played in the near future.
Miss Alice Martin.
She is an expert
Mr. Arthur Hague,
the well-known
swimmer and gave an exhibition
of
last organist of Gorliani, Me., is the guest
fancy diving in Mackerel Cove
of Prof, and
Mrs. .Tolin <C. Adams
at
week.
Prof.
I their cottage on the east shore.
! Adams teaches English at Yale UniThe Homestead.
versity and Mr. Hague has entertainThe program of the entertainment ed him often at his home.
already published in last week's Breeze
Mrs. Clarence Hough of Chicago and
was as follows:
Mr. Hubert
D. Thorpe of iNew York
won a very
Part I.
interesting tennis match
week from Mr. Clarence Hough
1.
Piano Solo,
Miss Wood last
Mr. John
2.
Vocal Solo,
D. Hough of
Miss Adams and his son,
Mrs. Hough is one of the
Miss Ethlyn Ellis Chicago.
Reading,
best players on the island.
3.
Introduction of Miss Rounds
The score
of the final set was 9-11.
4.
Miss Rounds
'
Part II.
Mr. ^Robert J. Cleeland
of
Spring1.
Vocal Solo,
Miss Paton field, Mass.,
has been
spending the
2.
Reading,
Miss Hilda Harris week-end on the island. He is a very en3.
Piano Solo,
Miss Atwood thusiastic yachtsman, artist and fish-

•1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Piano Solo,

Song,
Song,
Song,

Miss Atwood
Mr. Gahman
Miss E. Adams
Miss A. Paton

Mocked wilh the best in Meats and Groceries.

Vegttubles in Season. Prompt delivery by auto truck.
Fireplace Woou
Complete line of Glassware and Crockery.

and

Bailey Island, Me.

AND

Tel. 8011-2

...

THE JOHNSON

BAILEY

ISLAND,

H. F.

Stove

MAINE

JOHNSON, Proprietor
Oputi June 15 to Ootober 1

COTTAGES

Enlarged capacity. Beautifully located at

the touih end of the island near Litt^d Harbor. Tne Johnson and cottages contain
about forty looms. nil pleasant and airy.
Thoro >ghly molern. toilets, bath. etc.
Table supplied with best market affords.
Sea food a specialty. Fresh milk, eggs,
poultry aid vegetables raised on tbe premises. Bathing. Boating and Fishing. New
Dirt Tenuis Courts. Ratea on application.

Dollars

Personal Interviews.

H. F

JOHNSON. Boatbuilder

INN

location on the I land —situated
the east end and in full view of
e
ocean.
Beautiful pii>e groves and wall*
around the house.
he house is nvaern in
every respect Uilets, baths and sewerage.
ne ideal

Bailey

Island
E. MASSEY
Proprietor—

MISS J.
—

on

—

do a great deal of yachting in
large motorboat, the ""Helmuth."

their

Mrs. D. B. Perry of Create, Nebraska, wife of the late president of Doone
College at Create, gave a most interesting lecture to about thirty people at
the cottage of Mr. .Riborg 'Mann.
She
related her experiences of the
great
World
war
now raging.
Her tales!

most interesjing as well as fas- |
cinating, and her ability to picture the
true circumstances was most remarkj
able. When war broke out between the
Teutons and
France, Mrs. Perry was
in Paris, where she lived through the ,
siege of Paris and where she was continually expecting that city to fall
Later when Italy declared war she was
in Rome and thus she could clearly
describe details never told in any of1
the best papers concerning the present gigantic struggle.
Her friends all,
hope that she will be so kind as to
entertain them in a like manner in the
future.
were

of September to close the cottage
the winter.

perb yacht.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecile Alexander and
their daughter. Miss Bernice Alexqjftier, of New York City were recent
visitors of Mrs. D. L. Barker at her
cottaee, the "Breakers." They return-,
ed last week after a vacation mor6 en-|
joyed than any other they have ever
had.
New
Mrs. Dorothy Lawton of
York is at present
a
guest of Mrs.
Barker's and is enjoying herself
mensely. Rev. Dr. Charles H. Mann
of 'New York
a
talk at
the
gave
"Breakprs," last Thursday afternoon to.
a crowd of about thirty-five much inwas
The New Humanism.
The talk
proved to be of the greatest interest.

im-j

'Rev. and Mrs. Adolf Roeder were recently guests of Dr. and Mrs. E. V.
Moffitt of Orange, <N. J., at their summer home at 'Southport.
Shortly before visiting the Moffits they were
in
Bath, Me., on an automobile trip, visiting several of their many friends.
'Miss Janet Lyle of New York, who
after a short visit at Mr. Herbert Day's
of Washington, was invited to Kennebunk as guest of Mrs. A. B. Tracy, of
Washington, has returned to Mr. Day's
cottage, Grey Ledges, after her most
delightful visit. Grey Ledges has recently been repaired and the entire
roof is newly shingled.
Mr. Charles S.
Thomas, the well-known contractor,
has performed the repairs in his usual
skilfull manner.

■

Josephine Thorpe
commands
the most
extensive
and
8.
Vocal iSolo, "Song of a Seminole,"
wonderful
view on
the island, with I
Mr.
R. H. Woodman,
by
Miss Katherine Burnet is visiting Miss
Mrs. R. H. Woodman
Constance Moffat,
daughter of Dr.
Moffat of Orange, N. J., at their sum- i
The dance whif h
followed was exmer home at Oak Point,
near Boothceedingly enjoyed, -one of the most
bay Harbor. Mrs.'Crane of Tip Top is thrilling points being "The Lady of the
expecting the Rev. Henry Carson, rec- Lake," a square dance performed by a
tor of St.
Thomas, Ancon, Panama group of enthusiasts. Mrs. Root was
Canal Zone, and
Mr. Robert Carson, ably assisted
by Ervin Sinnett and
this week.
They are touring New several friends, making tthe whole afEngland this month.
fair
a
I
great success.
I
Miss
Mary L. Wellington of New
The
fishing schooner Edmund F. York is n guest of Miss Esther S. Root
Black, Captain 'Frank Doughty, came at Tekitisl. Miss Wellington has been
to anchorage at Mackerel Cove Friday acting as swimming and diving counlast about noon hour.
The
schooner sellor at Alford Lake Camp, and promarrived at Portland Thursday evening ises to be an added attraction to the
from a three weeks' swordflshing trip many
dplightful Bwlmmlng parties
to Canso, Nova Scotia, and had a car- seen in Mackerel Cove every fine day.
of ninety-three fish, one of the
go
Dr. Christienne Mann of Summit, N.
largest catches of the season. During J.. Miss Alice
Martine of St. Louis,
the first part of the trip the fish were
Mo., Mrs. Perry MacNeille of Summit,
rarely seen and up to the last three N. J., took a
walking trip which lasted
days only thirty-one had been secured. four days last
week
in
the White
However, during this time sixty-two Mountains. On this
magnificent trip
fish were added
and during one of
they climbed Mount Washington and
these days twenty-nine fish were harcame down the other
side and went
pooned and taken on hoard. The crew , across the
entire Presidential Range to
landed one fish weighing over six hunGorham, Me., from where they took
dred pounds and It Is one of the largi the train to Portland and came back to
est ever reported. 'Mr. Elroy Johnson,
the Island by boat.
who was the lucky member of the crew
Prof. Frank
Aydelotte of Boston,
to secure this trophy, spent about Ave
hours In his dory before the fWh was who teaches English at the Massachufinally taken captive. Two of the do- setts Institute of Technology, was at
ries of the crew
were
punched by his home for several davs last week on
swordflsh and one of the crew had a business. wb«re he is pdltof-ln-chief of
close escape from being pierced.
On the Rhodes Scholarship Magazine. He
The entire
account of several sworflehing cargoes returned Inst Thursday.
being received at Portland prior to family havi since left for home,
their arrival, the
captain and crew i Harold J. Cooney of Spencer, Mass.,
decided not to dispose of theirs until Is being entertained at the Starr cotMonday when it Is hoped the fish will tage in Maiden Lane by Mr. and Mrs.
bring a better price than would be of- Erastus S. Starr of Spenc/fr, Mass.
fered at this time.
The
delightful
of

S. C. Dunham of
Hartford. I
the wife of the
president of:
the Travelers Insurance Company, and
her granddaughter, iMiss Sylvia WilMrs.

Conn.,

Dunham, are being entertained
by Mrs. E. A. Tolles of Hartford at her
cottage, "Egdecliff," located near the
'Driftwood hotel. The party consisting of Mrs. Tolles and Mrs. and Miss
Dunham left last Thursday for Portland where they will spend the week-

Mrs. Henry Hering, wife of the celebrated sculptor of New York, is being

entertained by Mrs. Everett Tracy of
'New York at the cottage belonging to
Prof. Skidmore on 'Roseledge.
Mr.
Tracy, who has been away from the island some weeks, returned on the 31st
to stay for two weeks more before returning to his home with his wife.

Open

June 15 to September 15
Long Distance Telephone in the House

iMr. and Mrs. A. R. Hall of Windsor,
Vt., arrived last Monday at the Summer Hill cottage,
belonging to Mrs.
Flora Hall, sister to Mrs.
A. R. Hall.

DRIFTWOOD B3Un?nd
Cliff,

Miss Allen Hall of White River Junc-

tion, Vt., is with them as their guest.
All will stay for several weeks if the

On Sea

weather remains fair. 'Windsor where
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Hall
have their
home, is located opposite Cornish across the Connecticut River. President
Wilson often comes over to pl*y golf.
•Mrs. Clara Bangs of Sabbattus, Me.,
is being entertained
by Mrs. M. E.
Jordan of Lewiston at Bonnyview cottage on Summer Hill for the remainder
of the season.

Miss 'Evelyn Gibson and her sister,
Miss Margaret Gibson,
of North Andover, who are spending the summer
on the island, were the guests of their
aunt, Mrs. Nancy Pike of Freeport at
her home for the week-end.
New arrivals at the house-party of
Mrs. Clara Jones of Turner. Me., at her
cottage, the "Clarada," are Mrs. Ella
Heywood and Mrs. Mabel Merrill of
Turner, Me. All are having the usual
fine time one always has as the guest
of Mrs.
Clara Jones.
Many sailing
parties have been indulged in, all
helping to make the party the success
it has proved to be.
Mr. Archibald Paton and family
of
have arrived at their
beautiful brown house on the extreme
southern end of the island by Jaquish

Dover, N. H.,
Cut.

Rev. .Mr. Buffam is to hold a

Thoroughly good

rooms

The Homestead
?>

r-x.t

s-v,

excellent.
Fresh
milk,
vegetables
from our

own

garden.

Tennis
Court.
Illustrated
Booklet.

jUiMfc loth iO

■

OCTOBER 1st

DEALER IN

PUNTS MID CUT riOYfERS

the Florist

Now Opp. Public Library, Portland
ESTABLISHED 36 YEARS

AH kinds floral designs made at short notice.
Choice flowers always on hand.
Congress St.

Tel.

ler's voice being so exceptionally good.
The cottage belonging to Rev. Atwood
is 16catf»d on Summer Hill among the
pine and balsam. It was formerly
gray and red. trimmings but has boon

painted

over

bright

red with

38-W

Fresh Fish and Ice
Large Line of Tennis Shoes and Rubber Goods in Stock
SOUVENIR POSTCARDS

Store, Wharf

and

Fiah Market at Mackerel

Cove

SEASIDE, COTTAGE

Bailey Island, Me.
•
•
Mra< F. E- Cram
Ideal summer borne witb a bountiful
table, including sea
food in abundance.
to
Handy
postoffice, wharf and beach.
Op«n June 25 to Oct. 1. Rates on application. Transients
accommodated.
————————
Dinners a Specialty
1

M. WARD & SON
HA I LEY

ISLAND,

ME.

Expert Plumbing Contractors. Ntw
and up-to-date work shop.
We can
Contractors for
you money.
Y\ ater
Supply Outfits, Windmills.

save

Tanks,

Pumps,

Cottage plumbing

epJione.

Pipe fitting,
a
specialty.

Home office, North

Sebago,

etc-

Tel.
Me.

STETSON'S ICE CREAM PARLOR

Bailey Island,

Mo.

Quality Ice Cream, the kin1 the particular trade demands, is what we
serve here.
Our auto truc'< assures you of prompt
delivery. We are still making
the delicious Stetson's caramft's and candies.
Box Candies, etc.. Fruit,
Soda,
Cracker Goods, Postal Card., Magazines and all papers. Island
agent for Casco
Bav freeze.
Don't forget our circulating libraiy, the latest books
two cents
The

a

day.

only

Kodak Supplies, Developing:, Etc.

WILLOW

COTTAGE
Me.
cottage, accommdodatlng

Bailey Island,

Homelike

S. THOMAS
Bay's Leading Contractor

CHARLES
Casco

about twenty guests.
View of ocean
and Islands, centrally located.
Rates
reasonable. Special rates for May,
Juno and September.
Mrs. Walter E. Johnson, Prop.

«4%~v

■
YOU
ON YOUR SAVINQS

*ID«LITY

TRUST COMPANY

PORTLAND, MAINS

I

Groceries, Provisions, Meats, Etc., First
Quality
Canned Goods, General
Merchandise,

Portland, Me.

yellow

trimmings, equally as fascinating. The
Atwoods returned last Saturday to
their home In Portsmouth. They will
come back to the laJand about the 15th

Bailey Island, Maine.

FIRST CLASS

Portland

All Orders Promptly Filled

626

THOMAS E. HAZELL

B. E. SINNE/TT

Goddard's Greenhouses

Dennett,

in all

respccts

m«.

and Builder
All work under my
personal

su-

pervision. Estimates on application. Jobbing a specialty. Satisfaction to all.
Land for sale.

Real Estate and

Estates Cared For

—

1

ana

three

Mrs. W. L. R. Haven of Morristown,
N. J.t spent last Thursday and Friday
at Tree-tops as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Armstrong of Morristown.
Mrs. Haven has been spending
the summer at Old Orchard and did
not come
from Morristown
directly.
BAILEY ISLAND.
Tree-tops is situated .on Summer Hill
COTTAQE8 AND LAND.—
overlooking both Mackerel Cove and
or write for list of fine properties
the Island as well as much of the ocean I Call
now In my hands for sale.
and of Harpswell.
ERVIN C. 8INNETT,
As the guests of Rev. and
Mrs. L.
Bailey Island, Me.
W. Atwood of .Portsmouth, N. H., Miss
Estate* Cared For.
Harriet L. Cutter of Milwaukee, Win., Telephone.
and Mr. Cheater C. Miller of
Brockton,
Mass., have been spending the last
week.
Mr. Miller, who possesses an
exquisite voice, has been giving musicals every' afternoon of last week to
the friends of Rev. and Mrs. Atwood
and
all
delight. In coming, Mr. Mil-

house-party

Occupies a commanding situation at the southern and most
end of the island—
picturesque
within a short walk
of either ocean or
The Homestead table and service arebay shore.
homelike

BAILEY ISLAND. MAINE

attended.

Ave.,

table and comfortable
overlooking surf.
New dining room seats 60.

Rlra. A. McK. Gulliver,
Proprietor

days' camp meeting at the Methodist
Church
here,
commencing
Friday
evening at 7.30 P. M. On Saturday
at
10
A. M. there will be a
morning
special service; 2 P. M. a meeting for
women cnly; 3 P. M., a talk to children and at 7.30 P. M., a meeting for
men only.
Sunday there will be a
meeting all day long with special
music and Mr. Force and the newly
organized choir will assist. Every
one is invited to the meetings and no
doubt all the services will be largely

500 Stevena

Ocean Side. Open to October
from 60 foot Porch

Superb View

Mr. Edward Wesby arrived at the
Overlook cottage last Tuesday and returned Friday to his home in Worcester. Mass., after a fine visit on the is-

amena

end at the Everett Chambers and call
on many of their friends.

Rates and Circulars upon application

for

L.
land as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Lincoln of Worcester.
Mrs. C. M.
At the beginning of this week Mr. I Fuller and her son Dean
of Jamaica
Henry B. Twombly and son, -Mr. Ed- : Plain. N. J., are at present guests of
ward B. Twombly, of New York,
left the Lincoln.
All will leave in a day or
for Algonquin
Park, Ontario, Can.,' two for their homes after a most dewhere
they will spend three entire lightful summer in spite of much fog.
weeks fishing for speckled trout, the;
Miss Ruth C. Cooledge of Arlington,
fish
which
abounds
in
the large
Mass., arrived at the Morningside cotbrooks that pour out into this famous
tage to be the guest of Mrs. A. C. Collake of the British colony.
ton of Arlington for a week or so last
Mr. Edward
B.
Twombly of New week. Other guests of Mrs. Colton are
York and his son, Mr. Henry B. Twom- Mrs. George A. Teele and her daughbly, returned last Thursday from a ter, Alice Teele, of Arlington. Mrs.
long cruise on the coast of Maine as Colton is not yet decided as to when
far as Camden in Mr. Twombly's
su- she will leave.

■

which Miss Rebecca Dunning of Franklin, Mass., Is the hostess at her cotof Its members.
I tage has lost several
Mr. Ernst Franzen of Watertown,
Mass., left for Boston where he win
enter the 'Hamburg American Steamship Company's offices as assistant
general manager. Miss Ruth Ellis left
for her home In Attleboro, Mass., and
Miss Elizabeth Robinson has returned
to her home In "Pawtucket, Mass. The
remaining guests are here for an Indefinite stay.
They tAke walks on
Orr's Island and to the mainland and

Fre&h Garden

Surplus Over

Accounts and

»re

ROBINHOOD

A very successful entertainment was
held at Library Hall on Tuesday night,
August 24, managed by Mrs. Charles T.
6.
Root of New York. A large crowd was
in attendance and many talented sum5*
Driftwood.
(
mer guests
kindly volunteered their
•Miss iXannie Dorsey and Mrs. C. G. services on the
which was
program,
Bradley of Baltimore were in the as follows:
a walking
White Mountains on
trip
I.
Piano Solo
last week. >Miss Dorsey has returned ;
Gavotte by Glazounoff)
to the house, but Mrs.
Bradley has
Reverie by Debussy)
prone home until next year. Among the
Esther Root
expert swimmers of the island and
2.
Violin Solo. Folk Songs,
Clarence
Mr
house are
and
Mrs.
Josephine
Thorpe, accompanied
Hough, Miss Alley, Miss Camilla Pasby 'Miss Lawton on piano.
soir and John 'D. Hough.
Much ten3.
Piano
Solo, Russian Children,
nis and sports of the like are indulged
Sketches,
Winnifred Root.
in by our guests. The season here will
4.
Reading, "No Gentleman"
probably be somewhat more prolonged
Clara Louise Burnham
than at other houses on the island.
5.
Vocal Solo.
Miss R. H. WoodOn Monday Mrs. Fessenden L. Day,
man, accompanill by Mr. Wood■wife of the well-known specialist
on
man.
infant diseases of Bridgeport,
Conn.,
6.
Piano Solo
returned to her home after a most de"The
Maiden Wish."
by Chopin,
lightful visit at Tip Top cottage. Miss
Esther S. Root.
Eleanor
Perrett, granddaughter of
7.
English Ballad
Mrs. Crane of Tip Top cottage, which

|

Deposit

W"

Repairing Promptly Done

Vocal Duet,
Messrs. Miller and Gahman
Mr. Miller
Song,

Mrs, -M. Ward and daughter, Miss
May E. Ward, spent a few days last
week at 8carboro and Sebago Lake,
Mr. Force of <New Jersey, who Is
spending the
summer
has
here,
been for some time past rehearsing a
singing class of twelve young men with
the Idea of having them sing at the services at the
Methodist church here.
The young men sang for the first time
■Sunday afternoon and all present
were pleased
tn have them a««lst
the service and likewise dellgftttHI with
the results that Mr, Force was able to

and

Million

Invites New

erman, and was undeterred by some of
last week's bad weather, from exploring the beauties of the island. He is
the manager of the Kibbe Manufacturing Company in Springfield, Mass.
Mr. B. C. Starr of Springfield, Mass.,
came in his auto to Portland last week
to spend several days with his mother,
Mrs. S. J. Starr, at her cottage, the
"Tides," on Maiden Lane. For many
years Mr. Starr has been an enthusiast of the Maine coast. 'He is the owner and director of the
Starr Electric
Company of Springfield.

The house is practically full and onA
few
vacancies.
Marshmallow
toast given by Miss Miriam
of
Moss
Lynchburg, Va., last Friday night was
enjoyed heartily by all the guests.
Sunday night the Vesper Service was
held at the house of Dr. Archibald Paton of Dover, X. H. Rev. C. A. Atwood
of Portsmouth, led the service.
The
song service was as follows:

ly

Service First.

THE OLDEST NATIONAL BANK IN THE CITY

Capital

GROCECRYCANBDYGENt Sal' STORE

JOHNSON & LEEMAN

The First National Bank of Portland

Mr. iHorace 'B Mann of New York,
the noted architect wlio'^has been vis-*
iting his brother, Mr. Riborg Mann, at
the latter's cottage on Seabank, left
for his home after a splendid vacation. |
Bailey Island has in Mr. Mann another
added to its many admirers.

Mass.

Cottages

Thi* pop" a boardinr bnu-e wa* smonsr
the fiist «o open ita doj a lor the entertwinli ir ul' KUcaia. L* cutiun ideal, leing at
the
of the famoua Mucker* I Cove,
The h mbera are Urge nicely furnished
and I uve ocean view. Fine table auppii<-<1
with tne beet obtainable.
Bathing, boatinn and Mahinir near the houae. Open until October 1 Combination dinners aervtd
daily, including Lobster, Clams and meat.
Rates ai.d circulars on application. Tel. 615

The services at the Methodist church
bave been very largely
attended this
season and Miss Wales of New York.
Mr. J. S. Gahan and Mr. Force have
favored the congregation with delightful solos.

Arlington, Mass., Margaret Sinnett,
•Margaret Gibson of 'North Andover,

and

MRS. HUMPHREY S. SINNETT. Prop.
Bailey Island. * ain*.

E

S. LEEMAN

Our

Te'ephone

Bailey Island, Me.
Baggage Expressing, Livery, Teaming, Etc.—'
-

m'npr *M *t«fimer».
Automobile for six p*8«en«er§.
«' the hotel or
honrdlnpc houne for

L«nve ynnr order*

LEEMAN'S express

AUTO TRUCK r0R BAGGAGE and FREIGHT.

TELEPHONE.

CAII l\?r DADTIF^.
3/\ILIniU irinllLJi

The handsome motor boat
••Tramp" carrying
twenty puMengera, can be engaged for private
nardes at anv hour of thf d-y < r nl*ht.
We will arrange trip* to Gem
Theatre,
PfaVs Island and
Oayburn C-»»ino Trefathena and to other Intending
print*
In the Hay on appllca Son.
Experienced boatmen in charge. R«te* reasonable.

GEORGE H. L.VJBEE,

-

Bailey Island. Me.

who

Give No

Long

Thought

what you may require while on Long Island.
Just remember that we sell and deliver promptly and
regularly all food products marketable in this clitnate.
We also have many household requisites in the hardware,
paint and crockery line.
worry to

nor

Casco

"Two Stores"

Long Island Market

LONG ISLAND

Rubber
We

MAINE

Quality

Goods of

carry" everything—Garden Hose, Gloves,

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Raincoats, Druggists'
Sundries, Mechanical Rubber, Fancy Oil Clothing

Portland Rubber Co.

The

CORONA
Weighs
only 6 lbs., has a foldcan
be
ing carriage,
closed up like a
book
and easily
in
packed

Portable Typewriter

grip

or

suitcase, taking

a
space than
In spite
large
HALF THE PRICE AND JUST AS
of its
and
lightness
GOOD.
is
a
compactness it
REAL typewriter, with modern improvements, visible
writing, two color
ribbon, back spacer, etc. It will sta nd the wear and tear test, toe
Come in for a demonstration.—No obligation.
C. O. BARROWS CO., 30 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
no

more

camera.

SUMMER ORGAN CONCERTS

|

1

the new KOTZSCHMAR MEMORIAL ORGAN
(Best Organ in the World) at the

on

CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

Congress, Myrtle and Chestnut Sts.
Daily Except Saturdays and Sundays, 3 to 4 P.M., Commencing July 5
(Last Concert Labor Day) by
WILL C. MACFARLANE, Municipal Organist of Portland
No

Reserved Seats

74 Exchange St.
We

serve

Quality
We

Tickets 25 Cents.

1"^^
LJUDIGC S V/3f6

Portland

prepared

Opposite

Post Office

the best 25 cent dinner in the

Food and

Quick

city.

Service

Lobster and Sea Food of any kind.
Special Breakf ist and Supper Combinations. Remember when
in Portland to dine with us.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
are

to

serve

THE WOMAN'S SHOP
Smart Fall Coats and Suits
Attractively Priced For Early Selling
Garments that
nary cost
where.

no more

SUITS

little out of the ordimuch as you pay else-

as

$14.95

COATS
DRESSES

■

9.95 to

25.00

9.95 to

25.00 ;

New Silk Waists

$1.95, 2.95,

$50.00!

to

specially priced

at

3.95 up to 6.95.

Remember Friday As

Portland Dollar Day

One Dollar off

on

$10 purchase

each and every

at this store

New Custom Waists at 95c upward
Our

Spring

at

and Summer Goods
Final Clearance Prices

THE WOMAN'S SHOP
499 Congress Street
Cor. Brown Street

|

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. McDonnell
and family of Beverly Farms, Mass.
have taken
the Undereliff
Cottage,
owned by Mr. Ij. B. Lange, of Boston,
at the East End and will remain until
the middle of the month. Mr. McDonnell is a prominent plumbing contractor of Beverly and is in line for appointment as deputy sheriff in the
He is the owner of connear future.
siderable property
on Long Island,
which has not yet been developed.
Mr. Preston with his wife, son and
daughter of Dorchester, Mass., formerly of Beverly, Mass., are occupying Camp Althea at the East End.
hold
The Knights of Maccabees will
their annual
field day at Doughtv's
landing. Labor Day. All the knights
and ladies are invited to participate
and a basket dinner will be served at
noon hour.
Races of all kinds will be
in order all
day long and suitable
prizes will be given the winners. The
committee in charge are planning for
a successful outing and many are expected to attend.
Mr. Robert Schonland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Schonland, at the
West End of the island, is away. He
has gone to Jamaica Plain, Boston,
Mass., where he will be a guest ot
friends for a two weeks' stay.
Week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Charles Schonland were:
Mrs. R. G. Caspar of Lisbon
Falls,
visMe. Mr. and Mrs. Caspar have
ited the island before and have many
see
friends here who were glad to
them on the island again.
Already the people are starting to
leave the island, and the number of
cottages on the island inhabited are
gradually dwindling to a small minority.
Among those who left last
week was Miss Ella Robertson of the
"Everett." Miss Robertson spent the
summer heie and was a great addition ta the social life of the West
End colony.
Her many friends regret that she had to leave the island

Management of
R. M. Lewsen

tue attractive private;
"Westover,
hoarding house run hy Miss Edith'
most successful sea-'
has
had
a
Ross,
At many times during the sum- I
son.

mer

it

has

heen

taxed

to its

fullest

capacity and even at the time of
still
are
coming.
writing,
guests
Among these who have recently ar- {
rived are Miss Bernice Payson
of
Framingham, Mass.; Miss Marion Atkinson, Miss Ethel Davis of Chelsea,]
Mass., and Mr. E. F. Ross of Somer- i

ville, Mass.

Mrs. Harry P. Warren has had sev- j
her
cottage,!
guests lately at
"Roxmont," at the West End. They
eral

are:

Mrs. II. A. Buzzell of

Springfield,!

Mass.; Mr. A. Foisyth of Boston, and;
Miss Edith Berry of Belfast, Me. Mr. |
Warren is at present on a business
trip through the South, but is expected to spend the coming week end !

here with his wife.
Mt. H. P. Bowcn of Boston, Mass.,
vacation
of
two
is spending his
week.s with his wife at her cottage
Their guests last
at the West End.
week were: Mrs. Thomas Watson of
Boston, Mtils., and Mr. William N. j
Fish of Milton, Mass., who arrived j
here early last week for a visit of a
couple of weeks.
"Tarry-a-whlle" has been vacated j
for a week and Mrs. V. G. Bragg has |
gone to her home in Allston, Mass.j
At lhe end of this week Mrs. Bragg!
will return
to the island and will
probably stay as long as the weather

permits.
Air.

i^ioyu

DiacKiora

icu

uie

ibhiimi

Gasco

Bay

Tuesdav Mrs. Fuller, Mrs. Yeaton and
Mrs. Kllbourn, with their
children,
returned to their home in Walpole,
after spending a delightful month al
the West End.
Miss Marlon Hatch of Medford Hill-

House.

so soon.

are a

if

Bay

cent guests here were Mr. H. G. Kil
hourn anil his mother, Mrs. A. A.
Kllbourn of Walpole, and Mrs. Yeaton's sister,
Mrs. North.
On last

House
Long Island
MAINE

side, Mass.,
Ford In

at

Is the guesi of Mrs. Fred
her cottage, the "Fordette,"

West End.
Miss Esther Ford has joined her
family for a short stay. Visitors over
the last week end were Mr.
Roland
Stafford o!
Attleboro, Mass., and
Messrs. Fred Ford, Sr. and Jr.
Mr. George Harvey, Mrs. A. Harvey and Miss Elizabeth Harvey, all
the

of Medford,
Muss., were week end
guests on the. island.
While here
they were most pleasantly entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Ford at
their cottage, the "Fordette."
Miss May Mills and Miss
Irene
Bell of Portland are visiting friends
at the West End of the
Island.
Mrs. Charles Cragln and daughter
Florence are visiting at the George
P. LitClefield cottage.
This is their
first visit on the island and
they are
much pleased with the island with
|
its wonderful views and
attractive!

j

259 Middle st.

CORONA

Island

the poor
season this |
popular hotel has had a fairly successful season.
have
who
Guests
come here in previous years have returned here this
year.
Proprietor
Charles E. Cushing has always been
most attentive to the needs of his
guests and never has 'left anything
undone that might add to the comfort
of the visitors.
Mr. Thomas J. Cafor
sey, former clerk at the hotel
three years, returned to the hotel for
a short stay last week.
Mr. Casey
is now practicing law in Beverly with
his office at 244 Cabot street.
His
friends
at
many
the
hotel were
to
have him among them even
pleased
if only for a short visit. On last-Fritwo
hundred
day
Eagles, members
of Portland, Bath and Biddeford societies, were present here for an all day
outing at Mr. Cuslilng's Pavilion. At i
ten o'clock the Eagles, after a parade !
in Portland, boarded a specially char- !
tered steamer for the island.
Upon]
their arrival there a baseball game j
immediately between the East End \
and West End took place. Captain Alexander McDonald's team from the
East End beat the West End to the
tune of 7 to 3.
Other sports took
place which afforded much amusement
to all the spectators. At noon a large
and
bountiful
dinner
servwas
ed on the grounds. The committee in
charge attired in white aprons, waited on the guests.
During the meal a
band furnished delightful music. The
whole affair was a tremendous success and every man present was highly pleased with the arrangements and
dinner
the shore
served
by Mr.
Charles Cushing.

Considering

"Everything for the Cottage"

have-'l:een recently visiting their
wives, have now returned to their
homes in Walpole, Mass.
Other re-

walks.

Miss

May Sillane and

Miss

CharleB E.

Cushing,
Proprietor

r meat view of Casco
^vauiug uuici uu me iHiiinu.
Bay possible. Pine
groves alongside the hotel with rockers and hammocks
for use of guesis.
Private gas ight plant—gas in
every room. Excellent Table.
Bathing,
Boating and Fishing privileges. Dancing parties twice each week.
Open
June 15 to Sept. 15. Rates and circulars on
application. Accommodates 103.
Fine steamboat service.
Only thirty minutes' sail from Portland. Clam
Bake house accommodates 500 gue3ts with
dancing privileges. Come to our
hotel for a pleasant vacation.

GROCERIES, MEATS AND
PROVISIONS

Mary

Crowley of Dorchester, Mass., spent
Funday and. over the week end with
the Misses Massey at their attractive

of

superior quality are what the trade is
supplied with when they purchase at our

cottage at the West End of the island.
Mrs. Florence Driscoll of Portland
is visiting Mrs. E. W. MacMininien
at her home at the West End.
Mrs.
MacMinimen gave a whist party last
week in honor o£ her guest,
having a
small group of her island friends as

Our years of success assure you
of prompt service and right prices.

store.

CLARK & GRIFFIN
Long Island's Leading

her guests.

"The Unique" is now deserted and
Mrs. A. M. Hime and her two children. Eleanor and Ruth, and
her
three guests, Miss
Nellie
Harvey,
Miss Dorothy Holly and Miss Esther
I.und, have all left for their homes

having a most delightful sumat the West End of the island.
Miss Helen Williams of
Maiden.
Mass., returned to her home last week
after spending a five weeks' vacation
at the cottage of Mr. and Mrs.
P. D.

after
mer

|

Mahoney.

!
;

I

I
|
I

Grocers

ISLAND AVENUE

LONG ISLAND

ROCKMERE HOUSE
AND COTTAGES
Littlejohn's Island, Maine

MRS. KATHERINE GEORGE,

Right

on

the shore in

Prop.

spruce
Miss Helen Mahoncy of Long Island is visiting Miss Helen Williams grove with 100 ft. elvevation.
at her home in Maiden,
100Excellent
Mass., for Accommodates
two weeks.
cuisine.
Daily mails. Open until
Mrs. B. Ilustedt of Jamaica Plain Oct. 1.
Rates on application.
spent a short vacation with Mr. and
Mrs. M. H. Myers. Mrs. Hustedt and
her daughter Marion returned to her
home last Monday.
Three young men of Portland have
established a camp on the ocean side
of the island and are
enjoying life
Greatest Classic Production Ever Presented
immensely.
follows:
They are as
Mr.
Phillip
Holden.
Warren
Mr.
Under
Associates
Boothby and Mr. C. W. T. Goddard.
Mr. Allen Howe of Portland returnProduced under the Personal Direction of Miss
Virginia Tanner
ed to join his family in an automobile tour through the White MounlO
II
tains. after having spoilt a week with
Mr. Warren Boothby at his
camp
here.
Special low railroad rates
Captain Charlie McVane, •' one of
the oldest of the fishermen of the
Admission 50c
Educational
island, while out in the waters of
Admission 25c For School Children and all Students
the bay, Monday, secured an eight
hundred pound shark in his
net,
Free Automobile Parking—Free use of Pier and
which is located between Halfway
Anchorage
Yartmoutn
cars from Monument
rock and Green Island.
He towed
Square, Portland, Pass Pageant Grounds
the fish ashore and sold the oil for

Big Greek Pageant
Auspices Congress Square

Friday, Saturday, Sept.

and
Sturdivant Field, Cumberland Foreside
Friday,

fifty dollars.

Call
stoves
& Co.,

and
and

inspect

ranges

the
that

fine line of
R. S. Davis

Exchange street, Portland,
showing this week. Easy terms
offered.—Adv.

are
are

dard from Colebrook, N. H.
Mrs.
Jloscoe Woodrow with her children,
Myrtle and Gerald, have also been re-

cent

Miss

Heights,

guest of

guests.

Professor

Walter

Robert

Douglas,

Peaks Island

j

Burke-

Mrs- Albert Waito is spending
week in Monhegan. whero the.will be
the guest of her mother.
*»

Althea Berry of Arlington
Mass., has been a rebent

Miss .Marion Greelytat the
home of the family at Trefethen.
The Misses
Winnie- and
15mma Day of Somerville, Mass., are
also staying at the Emmaville.
Mrs. Raymond Carrack and little,
daughter Margaret of Vermont have
arrived for a visit with Mrs. H. J.
Carrick at the Dorset cottage where
the family are spending the summer.
Mr. Carrick
will
arrive
for .Labor
summer

who is at
present
a
entertaining
number of noted guests, entertained
in their honor at afternoon tea which
was one of the very
charming affairs
of the week.
In the evening the entire party went on to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sumner Carleton, where a pleasant evening of music was enjoyed.
Miss Appleby, a
An event of unusual Interest to the summer visitor from Massachusetts,
summer colony this past week
presided at the piano, being an artwas
the musical held at Robin
The
Hood Lodge, ist of ability and much talent.
the beautiful summer home of Mr. party included
Miss
Helen
Bran,
and Mrs. Eugene Swain.
Professor Miss Fulvia Falconia, Miss Amelia
Hallett Gilberte, the noted
Falconia of Hallowell, Miss Henry of
composer,
who is a guest of Mrs. Charles Tur- Augusta. Mr. Edward Manning, Miss
ner at Oak
cottage, was present and Nellie Manning of Cleveland, Ohio,
tho musical numbers
celebrated
given were from Mrs. Caroline Bonne, a
his own work. The first
number on writer from Boston, Countess Elizatho program was a
piano solo by Miss beth de Baine from Montreal, the
Ruth Morrill, a young musician
of; professor, and Mr. and Mrs. CarlePortland summering at Peaks, who is ton.
A party of young people enjoyed a
rapidly coming to the front in her
profession and a most conscientious picnic dinner and lawn party at Rock
Mr. Gilberte then sang to Bound Park on the back shore, as the
player.
his own accompaniment, Tiid Me to guests of Ralph Kenox and included
lx>ve
and the Years of the Spring, Olive Hollins, (Jlndys Pettengill, Anwhich was followed by a vocal solo nabelle Thuss, Alice Hackett, Doroby Miss Hazel Tapley, The Little Red thy Tlniss, Doris Stokes, Elsie Stokes,
Ribbon.
Mr. Charles S. Carleton and Esther
Folsom,
Marjorie
Strout,
Mrs. Georgia Maggi were also among Uoldie Strout and Horace Pelton, Victhe soloists and
tor
Walter
Knox,
Everett
Hatch,
Pearl Rates sang
very effectively Song of tho Canoe. Turner, Ernest Soule, William Foden, i
Mrs. Swain in her usual splendid man- Walter Driscoll, William Pederson
ner gave a. reading from
Goldsmith, and Ralph Knox.
the first scene from She
Mr. and Mrs. It. W. Hersey of DeerStoops to
The closing number was a inc have purchased the Totten cotConquer.
group of four songs given by the pro- tage at. Evergreen where they will
fessor who accompanied for all the si>end the rest of the season after
m up leal numbers and was enthusiasthe cottage is renovated.
Mr. Hersey Is of the firm of the Kersey Hooftically received.
Mr.1 and Mrs. Fred Rand and fam- ing company and the Family will make
ily of Augusta have returned home af- a welcome addition to the summer
ter a delightful visit with Mr. R. S.
colony.
Houston Tracy and Millman Tracy
Rand at the Woodbine.
Mrs. Emma Small and Mrs. Hamil- left Tuesday for a week's visit in
ton, with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rnnd Boston, returning with Mr. and Mrs.
have also been recent, guests at the Fred T- Monroe and little son Henry,
who have been guests of the family
Woodbine.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Oeorgo r>. Thorndike enter- the past week.
tained at luncheon Wednesday noon Batchelder have also heen the house
at her beautiful
summer
home
at guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tracy.
Mrs. William
Bradford's birthday
Oceanslde.
Tho
table
decorations
were elaborate and very lively, conwas very pleasantly observed by the
sisting of California, Japanese gold- members of the Rainy Day Club who
band lilies, combined with gladiolus held their regular meeting with Mrs. I
find pansies.
The guests were Mrs. George T>efavor. A lobster dinner at
Charles 13. Pugsley, Mrs. William Gul- noon was followed by a cobweb party
liver, Mrs. M. A. Rlumenburg, Mrs. and when the guest of honor had sucJ. H. llamel and Mrs. J. A. Watts.
ceeded in working out her part of the
Miss Fidelia Woodbury is enter- rime she was rewarded with a pretty
taining Miss Gertrude Feehan
of display of gifts which came as a
A. birthday cake with
Portland at her home on Brackett irreat surprise.
avenue.
decorations of pink and yellow was
A prominent, family to arrive at also presented, the same colors being
The
Evergreen are Mr. and Mrs. U. R. used throughout the rooms.
Marseilles and son William Jr., who members, who were all present, are
are at the Anchorage. They are from
Mrs. Geortre
Mrs. William Bradford,
Whitney, North Carolina, where Mr. 1/efavor, Mrs. Joseph Smith, Mrs.
Miss
Marseilles Is general manager of a Rvlvla. Mrs.
Record,
Ingalls,
large aluminum company of that Mrs. McGregor, Mrs. Blake and Mrs.

last Friday afternoon for his home
in Montreal.
Upon the opening ot ;
Gill University Mr. Blackford* will go :
Mr.
there to- resume his studies.
Lloyd Blackford's parents, Mr. and 1
and
Mrs. Henry Blackford,
family,!
loft the Islaijd last Tuesday for their I
1
homo In Mofttroal, aftrr having spent
a mo«t
er.Joyahle summer at tholr:
cottage, "The' Allston." at tl\e West j
Kind of the island,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B, Eaton, Jr., of
Boston, Mftss., were the quests for a
few days of Mr. Raton's• parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Eaton, Sr.
They returned to their home in the earlypart of the week, having
enjoyed
their visit on tho island immensely.
Montreal
Mr. G.
H. Maprane of
have
Can., Joined his family, who
been spending the summer at the
Mr. MaWent End, last Saturday.
will remain here until after
Krane
I^a'>or tKvy, when both Mr. and Mrs.
Ma«;rano r.nd their family will leave place.
the island for their wlntor home In
Mr- and Mrs. Harold Billings have
Montreal.
been entertaining M1**s Ulllan Beli
I>r. F. H. Fuller and Mr. W. Yeaton, I from Milo and Mrs. Frederick God-

Day,

Day.

Mrs. H. B. Parks, one of the island's
oldest summer residents is at her cottage on the Knickerbocker road for
the remainder of the season.
Mr. Sydney Stevens is at the home
of his falher, Charles Stevens at tho
Moorings for his annual vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Boardman Shillings,
who
have
been
several
spending
weeks in Portland, have opened their
home on Oak Lawn and were accompanied by Mrs. Horace Hallett, who is
their
guest.
Mrs. J. Park
Rockwell
and
her
daughter, Mrs. Charles Burns were
guests of their relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Poore of Gray where Mrs. Rockwell's sister, Mrs. Cold well of Nova
Scotia has been a guest.
The annual meeting of the Trefethen and Evergreen Improvement
Association
was
held
Wednesday
evening and the following officers
elected for the coming year: John
Oakes Burke, president; George W.
Bliss, vice president; Rev. J. E. Clancy, secretary; Mrs. John O. Burke,
trensurer; trustees, J. T. Skolileld,
Bmbert G. Robinson, James Berry, T.
Olin Merriman; Frederick Whitney,

membership committee,

Mrs. Alfred
H. Tracy. Mrs. Eugene Swain, Mrs.
Franklin Calderwood.
MJss Elizabeth Parsons of SomerVfUe is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Garden at the Overlook cottage at

Evergreen.

Mrs. Joseph Wood of Cambridge,
Mars., is a recent guest to arrive at
the island and is with Mrs. Neliio
Stevens on the Knickerbocker road.
At Association ball on Thursday
evening one of the bept and most
successful entertainments of the season was given, under the auspices of
the Brackett Memorial church.
All
of the numbers were encored and Mrs.
Eugene Swain, a well known reader,
who kindly gave her services for the.
cause, was given a perfect, ovation
and was encored again and again and
her readings were pronounced as beThe
ing the best, ever heard here.
entertainment opened with a cornet
solo by MIhb Grace Swain, which was
(Continued on

Paare fi.>

LONG ISLAND FISH MARKET
ALBERT JOHNSON, Prop.
Fresh flsh of nil kinds and nt right
prices. Wo on suoply you with Anything desired. Order from Grocery team
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Chicago Lost His Fine Graft

HamilMost modern and up-to-da'e hotel on the island with tlnent view
of Casco
Bav. Large chambers, toilets and baths on each floor. Private
dance hall
with dancing parties two evening* each week.
Bathing, boating, deep Bea
lish ng and all water Bport3. Tennis,
baseball, etc. Private water system
the best in Casco Bay.
I able supplied .with,
vegetable* from our own garden
and milk and cream from our own herd. Kates and circulars on
application.
Accommodates 120.
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1915

If it is all the same to the armies
there, the proofreader would be
glad to have them all go off and
leave poor Przemysl alone.

over

September 2.
Of Day

2,

minute, with tattered clothes, dirty
hands and begrimed face, he was
an object to excite pity and
sympathy
in the hardest heart.
One day little Joo got into a quarrel with one of his larger and stronger
companions, who knocked him down,
grabbed all his money and ran away.
The little fellow sat on the sidewalk

High Tide
A. M. P. M.
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Germany is seizing rags. It might
be commended as serving humanity,

if in retaliation for the enemy's barring of Wagner music, it would also
confiscate all the ragtime.

,lr.
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Indication of Economic
Intelligence at Least

Fashions in dress are an
index of intelligence from
the standpoint of the com-

i

j

J

mercial interests. The wise i
designers realize that variBy Isaac Goldberg, Boston, Mass,
ety is the spice of clothes i
as well as of existence.
It !
is also, in this
case, the spice of profits. The designers, without
having
ever read
Carlyle's "Sartor Resartus," have nevertheless their own philoso- j
phy of clothes, and were you to catch them in an amiable mood they would
talk somewhat in the
following fashion:
"If there were no styles
people could always wear the sa.ne material,
'until the goods wore out. That would mean less work for
dressma-kers
and tailors in general. Prices could not then be boosted
because of popular demand for any
reigning mode. Besides, people want something new
all the time and would make it themselves were we not
to do it for them."
So that fashions, considered in this
light, show economic intelligence
on the
part of the originators.
From the point of view of those who
merely ape what is in style,
regardless of how it becomes their particular person, fashions do not show
intelligence. And it must be confessed that this category contains by
far the largest number.
They say that clothes make the man. That may
well be, but how often do clothes unmake the woman! Tf
long lines come
into style the first one to make a dash after the
vogue will be your woman
with an 18-inch waist and a
figure that looks like a letter T with the top
left off. As if her own self were not
long line enough! Or let us imagine
the opposite case, the coming into fashion of round lines. Enter
the
corpulent woman, and with a nonchalance that i3 at times pitiable she
becomes stylish by adding to her neural
obesity the optical illusion of
lines that seem to add pounds to her
weight.
JLJut the women are

by

j

alone as regards the fashion mania.
Of late years there has been a decided
tendency to introduce a variety in
men's clothcs almost as great as in women's.
Every season brings its new
coats, new hats, new ties; now the coat is loose, now tight. And when the
designers exhaust their "prolific stofe, back turn the fashions to those of
years ago, and what we would laugh at in a picture book of 1870 we wear
proudly to dinner. And consider the days of knee breeches and silk stockings for men, with George "Washington as a good example. Go further
back still and some of you will make the
startling discovery that before
soodern business developed men were
as vain with their clothes as
no

means

Change

Murphy, St. Paul,

Minn.

tion.

Success Found in
Apparent Failure

By Re*. Dr. Floyd I. Beekwith, Chicago

ure.

Yet

so

warped

are

many men's ideas of success that it is difficult for
them to understand that
there are successful failures

iixe nna lftiiurciul successes.
It is not possible that success, as the
world counts success, should come to
everybody.
There are men who never had a chance. But truo
success, the only
kind worth striving for, may be the lot of
any man who is willing to pay
the price.
iu

The principal requirements
grit, incxtinguiahablo enthusiasm

are

and

good health, high ideals, plenty
unimpeachable character.

of

of a

Poker Newest Fad of

avenue

Minneapolis Sports

he noted a group of
young men on the corner.

As he neared them

Boys of Oakland Bar Swearing From Playground
OAKLAND.—"Swearing
j

doesn't go here. Any boy caught
cussing will bo
fired." This la the first rule
promulgated by the "Little Citizens' commltteo" of the Delia Vista
playground In Oakland. And It goes. Some weeks
ago Miss Pearl Hnnks, play director
of the grounds, decided to
put the
management of the children In the
hands of a committee of boys. She
choso ten youngsters from
different

neighborhoods

€J|

snack

thay appeared excited, scanned his license
tag closely and then paid sums of
money to one in their midst.
It wasn't until he reached his
garage that the
automobilist caught the significance of the
excitement. Ho surmised they
had been playing "auto poker" and
one of them had drawn a
prize hand—his
number was 77766, a "full house."
"There'll bo a riot If 1111 passes that
corner," he declared.

overwork,
tion, a "breathing spell" for an overtaxed mind and body to catch up with
themselves, should be the aim.
Upon your return, in order to retain some of the benefits derived from
the vacation, endeavor to avoid that almost universal American
condition—high tension. It is possible and feasible to carry some of the calm
and poise of the vacation season into your
everyday work.
The continuous high pressure and
speed that the averago American

It is normal that men desire success and abhor fail-

front or a

impulses by playing "auto poker."
The new game is played on a street
corner, and, in addition to the opportunity it gives a participant to garner
a "pot," it enables him to
breathe
the fresh air and get close to nature.
A
party of "young bloods"—
though there isn't necessarily any age
limit to the pastime—gathers together
and, as automobiles heave into the
offing, each wooer of chance picks out
a machine on which he
"lays" his
lucre. As the machines pass, the license
numbers are noted. The results
are judged
according to the ratings of "poker," a parlor game Invented
by
Mr. Hoyle for tired business
men.
The player who "draws" license numbers
forming two pair, three of a
kind, a straight, full house or fours of a
kind, can get Just the same thrills
as if he had them dealt to
him from a deck.
He Is spared the fatigue of
having to riffle the cards and deal.
As an automobili8t drove his
machine past Twelfth street and Nicollet

taken in the
the most profitable.
The summer is the
best time for recreation. It
allows more access to the
open air and to outdoor activities.
However, a par-

Just

shirt

MINNEAPOLIS.—Exit

Vacations

works under are unnatural and unnecessary.
Go easy and you will last longer and come out ahead in the end.
calm yourself.

of

plaid cuff. Warden John J. Hanley decided that something more interesting that starch must have been used
In the washing of the wearing
apparel.
A.s a result he kept watch on
laundry
brought by relatives of those who had taken to
devouring their laundry, and
discovered that a solution of heroin was
being slipped in to the prisoners by
means of the clean wash
brought to them. The drug was used in the manner
of starch in washing and
ironing the shirts and collars.
As is customary in cases of the
kind, the "underground telegraph" at the
Tombs had been busy since the first of the
prisoners discovered this means
of obtaining drugs, and as a result the
practice had extended along whole
tiers and no end of washed
clothing had been arriving.
This is the newest
development in the effort made by friends of prisoners to satisfy a
craving for various drugs. The last method discovered before
this innovation was made
following a series of calis by a man with a glass

ennui of the sporting gentry. Those who
have grown
a trifle blase
yanking the lever of the slot machine or clinking the dice
on the cigar store
counter, or shooting the ivory marbles over the green baize
table, are appeasing their gambling

or an exact
piace are not tne important items in one's vacaThe essential clement is a change.
The more complete the change, environmental and
occupational, the
better. ]?est and moderation should be the rule.
Many people do not
know how to take a vacation, but return more
nearly nerve-wrecked than
when they set out. They overt ravel,
overdo. Kest and relaxautumr tsuusujj

tion

near

formed them Into

the

playground,

"Little Citizens'
committee" and asked them to draw
up rules and regulations.
The boys were allowed to make
the rules as they saw fit. The
regulations were formally adopted
by the
committee and then ratified, In their
original form, by the board of playground
directors. Other rules of the committee are as follows:
"No cigarettes.
They're no good.
Any boy found smoking will be
shown the gate.

a

ino

tlnest

"You've got to keep paper and trash
off the grounds. If you eat here,
clo It decent and take the refuse
away with you.
If you don't, look out for
trouble.
"Small children must be g!ven a
chancc all the time. If any boy takes
anything away from a little kid, he'll get his.
"Say Thanks.' It don't hurt you, and being polite ain't a
crime."
The penalty for violation of the rules
ranges from a f ne of one cent to
expulsion from the playgrounds for a month.

t

ummer

u e-

boarding

houses in the bay. Excellent location and
Table iirst-class. Every comfort for those desirOpen until Sept. 25.
MRS. CLINTON M. HAMILTON Proprietor

Reasonable rates.

HOWARD S. HAMILTON

General Contractor and Builder
GREAT

CHEBEAGUE,

MAINE

Complete contracts made and performed for buildings, cottages, alter-

ations, repairs, etc.
Estimates furnished on application.
Expert workmen. Cottage work a specialty. Cottage lots for sale and desirable cottages to rent. AVe care for estates.

LEON

NEW

YORK.—When a man sits about his cell at the Tombs
eating a shirt
or making a fairly formidable
effort to gargle a standing collar even a
keeper can tell that there is something frightfully
si'ly going on. That is
why the laundry at the Tombs is being done up on the inside of the institution and why some formerly contented prisoners have become less so.
After a half dozen keepers had reported seeing perfectly sensible appearing prisoners eating a half por-

Auto

summer are

\jne ol

restful pceneryof tield and wood.
ing the best. Accommodates 75.

Their Shirts

—

particular

I. J.

Eating

This man called every dayirfor a week and was
duly searched. He went
to see a prisoner and it was noted that
every day after he had left a half
dozen prisoners on the tier which his friend
graced were in splendid spirits.
One day the guards asked him to remove
the artificial eye.
He had
heroin enough for half a dozen men in it.

are women.
And while we are in a scientific mood, it
might be well to
%joint out that with the entrance of more and more women into the busioess and professional world voices of revolt
against parrot fashion are
being heard on all sides.
It is not hard to imagine a time when clothes will be raised to tho
dignity of a fine art. For it is nothing less than art when a competent
dressmaker originates and fashions a gown for a
individual.

By Dr.

Prisoners in Tombs Found

C hebeag
Island

**

eye.

quite

Element in
€j| Essential
Vacation Is

and cried as if his heart was breaking. A nicely dressed woman hap
pened by and seeing the little fellow
in distress asked him what
MUb
was
nao
the
LUC
•cause of his trouble. Little Joe, with sobs
choking his voice, told her of his
■misfortune. The woman opened her purse and
deposited in his hand a half
dollar, which caused him to dry his tears and smile
happily.
Finally a happy thought came to him, and hastening to the other side
of the street he again burst into tears.
It was not many minutes before a
man stopped and
began questioning him.
Little Joe repeated the same
with
story,
the result that the man
presented him with a quarter.
Each afternoon thereafter he was to be found
on one corner of the downtowi' district and then on
another, working his little fake on the sympathetic
and unsuspecting public.
But little Joe one day made a
grave mistake,
which brought to an end his
"get-rich-quick" dodge. He told his story to a
woman who gave him a dime.
Drying his tears he hastened to another corner and began to
The same woman happened by and
cry.
again inquired
why he was crying. Little Joe, having forgotten her
face, told her his welllearned story.
The boy was taken to the
woman, who explained
he judge the sort of business in which
the lad was engaged.
The judge
•imanded the boy and on his
promise to try no more get-rich-quick
lHHo
Taq
woo
schemes little Joe was sent home.

Summit
House

HeaJquarters

R.

HAMILTON, Manager

for

High Grade Pure Food Products, Meats and; Vegetables
Brand
Guaranteed Canned Goods
Superba
Coffee and Teas
g*
Motor Boat Supplies
Fancy Candies, Crackers, etc.
ICE

Our Delivery Teams deliver to all parts of the Iiland several times
daily

Site Seekers
Cottage bungalow

in procuring land for
cottage,
or investment it will be for
your advantage to
Investigate the property of Mrs. M. A. Charleson, some
sixty acres at Great
Chebeague, Maine.
Desirable sites with shore front, fine
spring water and
cool, shady groves. I.ots are now ottered at
$100 and upwards. Fine investment as land values increase each
Would be pleased to show the
year.
property to any interested.
MRS. M. A. CHARLESON. Great
Chebeague, Maine.
a summer

Littiejohn's I.
Hotel Rockmere.
The taste of autumn weather which
we have been
having has been

greatly

appreciated by all,

especially those
who have never been able to stay on
the island during the autumn months.
The guests of the hotel have reiterated their delight in the charms of Casco Bay, no matter what the
weatherThe recent guests are Miss Alice E.
O'Brien of Brighton, Mass.; Mrs. S.
F. White of Allston, Mass.; Mrs. Edward G. Bossom of Boston, Mass.;
Miss Marie H- Stewart of Allston,
Mass.; Reverend and Mrs. William
Fryling of Winchester, Mass.; Mr.
and Mrs. C. I j. Mitchell of
Brockton,
Mass., the Misses Boyden of New
York City, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Osgood of West Somerville, Mass.; Mr.
Edwin A. Gourley of Melrose, Mass.
Mr. R. P. Dewey came Wednesday
to the El Moro cottage to
spend a
week with his family.
Miss Mary J. Gadd of Boston is a
guest at the Green cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hamilton took
a few friends on a sail to Yarmouth
and Bustin's last Wednesday.
The
day before last the party had the best
luck of the season deep-sea
fishing.
The party attended
a
clambake at
Madeline Point on Cousins.
Friday
afternoon all went to Bailey's.
Mr .ana
Mrs. Lewis C'olomb, Mr.
Lewis Colonib, Jr., and Mr. William
Desmond spent Tuesday and Wednesday at Ft. McKinley as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Westlako to see the
mines blown.
Mr. and Mrs. Colonib
and Mrs. Nichols went to Portland in
the Louise Friday for Mr. Nichols.
Mr. iSumner Willis is expected at
f'amp Melrose over Ixibor Day and
will go home with his parents.
We
Miss
congratulate
Edythe
Kingston upon her twenty-first birthWe hear she has some lovely
day.
remembrances.
Miss Alice Macdonald is spending
few
Me.

days

in

Augusta

and

a

Winthrop,

Mrs. L#. D. Muran gave a
dnnce at the Hotel La Fayette, Old
Orchard Heach on Saturday, August
21st In honor of the thirteenth birthday of their son Maurice.
He received many beautiful
gifts, among
which was a handsome gold watch
and fob.
When he returned to the
island Mr. Maurice Muran entertained
a happy gathering of young folk at.
the Alpine cottage on Thursday afteri\ir.

and

Mnny jolly games were playafter which all enjoyed refreshments.
The afternoon ended with a
Virginia reel on the green.
Among
those present were Henry W. Armington, Lewis Colomb Jr., Master George
Mnster
Chamberlain,
Jr.,
Irving
Miss
Chamberlain,
Marion Dewey,
Master Karl Evans, Miss Dorothy and
noon.

ed,

Mtaster Sumner Ford, Master P. WynanB Gibson, Master Allen Hill, Master Carlton Hicks, Master Raymond
Nichols, the Misses Katherlne and
Alice Prescott, Master Robert Prescott, Master Gordon Phillips, Maater
Kenneth Sampson. Miss Fanny Willis,
Miss Helen and Master Russell Whlttemore.

j

,

Mrs. Phoebe Russell, Miss Edytha
Monk of Sharon, are visiting Mrs. E.
P. Fuller at Cook's shore cottage for a
few days.
Mr. W. W. Dennis
of
Allston,
Mass., has built a new cottage on thewestern shore of the island.
It is
the Bide-a-Wee, a four room bungalow. Many improvements have been
installed by Mr. Dennis' own hand.
Mr. Dennis is a remarkably line amateur photographer and
has
an
exceptional eye for the picturesque. He
has astounding good luck with his
pictures.
Mrs. Dennis and daughter,
Marguerite L. Dennis are now in the
Mr- and Mrs. F. H. Bliss of
cottage.
Belmont have been visiting them.
Gieat excitement ensued last Monday when the Emita took a notion to
travel over a reef in the fog. However no great damage was done.
Mrs. Stanley
of
Campbell
West.
Roxbury, Mass., has been in the Idlewilde this past week.
Miss Dorothy
Campbell, Miss Margaret Ainsworth,
and Master F.
Wyman Gibson are
with her.
All have been having a
"perfectly scrumptious" time.
Mrs. C. H. Manzer of Somerville,.
Mass., Mrs. Ford's mother, has been
visiting at the L.yndehurst cottage.
Miss Carrie Ingraham and Mr.
George
Bowie spent the week end with them.
Friday evening there was a party
at the. Highland cottage!
And such
a party!
All the adnits were required to dress as children thus It was a
baby party.
Some were costumed as
little boys and some as little girls.
A
delegation f;rom Cousins, Miss Booth,
Miss Nealy, and Miss Roberts added
to the merriment.
A wonderful song
was composed
and
sung
by Miss
Fanny Nute, entitled Aunt Emelie's
Kids.
It was the feature of the parChildren's games produced great,
ty.
Miss Booth and Miss Anhilarity.
na Nutt won the prizes.
At
a late
hour all did justice to a sumptuous reThe
past.
western end of the island
will lrng echo and re-echo with their
shouts of merriment.
Miss Mildred Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Hill of Atlantic, are guests
of Mlrs. Alexander Hill.
Wednesday
evening Mr. James Hill entertained
a party on the Sinhad II for a
moonlight sail. His fiance, Miss I.ucille
B. Churchill, Miss Beulah

Christy.

Mr. Murray Lent, Miss Helen Prescott, Mr.
Donald
Hunnewell, Miss
Margaret Morton and Miss Myra
Parker went with him to Peaks,
where all enjoyed a dance.
Friday
nil went to New Meadows.
On Friday evening all took a moonlight sail
to South Harpswell which
they say
was e>tremely enjoyable.

CHEBEAGUE
SOUVENIR SHOP
CIRCULATING LIBRARY

AND

Fin PILLOWS A SPECIALTY
Made from Chebeague fir
Up*. Beat
and most con My
to manufacture.

Newest and largest I'ne of Post
lard* In Oa«co Bay, 40,000 in stock.
Real TCstate For Bale.
Public Library. Post Office.

h. w. BOWEN

Opp. Hill

Crest and

South

Road

The weather,

The Rines Brothers Co.

Bustins Island

Broadcloths For Fall

Thursday was a perfect day for
the Fair and Pageant held on the
knoll just beyond Camp Whittier.
It
was an ideal spot for the various tables and booths, and the usual Bustine spirit made
a
the
function
success.
About 4 o'clock a Greek
Russell
pageant, arranged by Mrs.
and Miss Brackett, was given on the
beside
green
the "old Farmhouse."
The stage setting was Nature's own
and so unsurpassed.
The
pageant
was given by Elizabeth Eugster, Catherine Twiss, Carolyn and
Barbara
Brainard, Helen Dane, Doris Vander
Pyl, Martha Greul, Anna Wrye, Mollie Sawyer, Mildred Vorce and EveThe scenes were:
lyn Swett.

And Winter Wear
It is
decree of Dame Fsshion that Broadcloths will be much used this season for Suits
and Gowns. We are showing a medium weight
a

Broadcloth, permanent finish, beautiful luster in
Black, the new Blues, Brown and Green, for
the street, and Pastel shades for the
We have them for first

1—The Sacrifice of Iphegenia, 2—
Orpheus and Eurvdice, 3—The Home
5—The
Scene, 4—The War Scene,
Cro-.vning of Bacchus, G—Dance of
the Muses, 7—Toilet of the Bride, 8
—The Pipes of Pan. The fancy articles were in charge of Mrs. Cheney,

evening.

showing

at

$2.00 per yard
Worth Much M ore

The Rines Brothers Co.
Congress St., Portland, Maine

529-535

Tel®^one

Merriconeag House
Arthur B. Dickey, Mgr.

So.

Harpswell,

Me.

Choice location. Unobstructed
view of the bay on all four
sides. Fine bath house on private beach. 30 sleeping rooms.
Modern baths and lig .tintj.
New management this season.
Booklet aud rates on application.

Hotel Sea Gables

23(1 YEAR SAME MANAGEMENT.
SOUTH
Stands

HARPSWELL,

Directly

Excellent

on

MAINE

the Beautiful Casco

Bay.
boating,

fishing;

private

bathing beach and houses; fresh eggs,
lutter, milk and vegetables from the
farm every day; fish, clams and lobsters direct frcm the water; the rooms
are large,
light and airy; sun parlor,
etc.
Booklets sent.
L. H. MERROW, Proprietor.
Spend Your Vacation >1 tlx

OceanViewKotel
Arthur Black, Prop.
SO. HARPSWELL, MAINE
si

uaUnsurpassed
tion.
Fine Fishing,

Rowintr, Sailing

ana

Motoring. 231) feet of
verandas. Panorama of
mountain and Sea. 15
miies by boat from
Portland. 15 miles by
motor fromBrunswick.
Onen June to aepiemoer.

Teleph

Ktues and booklets

Your vNnnts

n

on

rpplicaiion.

Quick Service

to

Our Customers

DUNN BROTHERS
Provisions and General Mdse.

Groceries,

Your trade in First Class Groceries, Meats and Provisions is solicited.
Mail and telephone o;ders promptly filled

Market at West

Harpswell

Delivery

all over South

Harpswel|

A. E. PINKHAM
So.

Harpswell, Me.

Horse and Auto

Livery
>

stables are equipped to handle all the business of this place and
prepared to furnish automobiles and teams with careful drivers at
any hour of the day or night.
Expressing and moving of all kinds receive prompt and careful attention.
Have all your baggage checked In
care of A. E. Pinkham. South Harpswell, Maine.
Our

we

are

Soil,

Loam,

etc.,

Grading

and

Excavating, Cellar Work, Wells,

etc.

The Beeches
E.

C.

!

Kvery amusement for Clients.
The air of the sea braces appetite.
Yachting, Bathing and 1
Fishing.
BIRTH

OF

A

NATION.

Immense audiences
ore
greeting
1he performances of "The Birth of
a Nation," at B. F.
Keith's theatre
this week.
This climax of motion
photography depicting scenes of the
Civil War and the
Reconstruction
period In th^ South Is staged on such
a magnificent scale that the beholder
senses awe at first.
It Is a picture wonderful from an
educational standpoint, and so dramatic that It holds an audience as
do very few dramas either upon the
stage or upon the screen. The enthusiasm of those who watch this great

spectacle play Is almost as inspiring
the scenes themselves.
As one
man
they applauded to the echo
when the Stars and Stripes
wpre
planted over a redouht. In the haltle
scenes, and when I^ee signed papers
of surrender at Appomattox, while
when the Klu Klux clansmen swept
into the rlo.lng village, quelling the
uproar ns hy magic, the excitement
reached Its highest pitch, and men
and women applauded until
ihelr
hands fairly ached, while the hoys In
the gallery stamped and
shouted
themselves hoarse. Not one person
attempts to leave the theatre until
the concluding strains of "The Star
as

Bpangled Banner,"

Vander Pyl preached.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Madigan, who
have been guests of Mre. Newhall at
the "Briarcliff" since June 5,
and
Mrs. J. J. Allen of Boston returned

home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Ripley returned
to Maiden Wednesday after a month'e
stay at "Briarcliff."
Mrs. and Miss Clement, who have
occupied MIbs
Wellington's cottage
this season, have bought the land on
the knoll be>ond
Whittier.
Camp
Their many friends hope to And them
in their cottage-to-'be next summer.
Mrs. W. A. Campbell has sold her
and
Miss
cottage to Mass Ricker
Swan, who have occupied the "Nautilus" the past two seasons.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Cheney entertained three tables of Auction at
the
'"Lower
Garfield''
Wednesday
evening. After two hours of play Mrs.
rarebit.
Cheney served a delicious
The prizes went to Dr. and Mrs. Eugster.
Others present were Mr. and
Mrs Luke, Mr. and Mrs. Twiss, Mrs.
Darling, Mrs. White, Mrs. Dixon, Miss
Dixon and Miss M'athewson.
Mrs. C. W. Newhall entertained inThree
formally Saturday afternoon.
tables of auction were played.
The
top scores were held by Mrs. Campbell, who won a crocheted bag, Mrs.
Mrs.
Madigan, a handkerchief, and
Bartlett the consolation,
a
basket.
Delicious ites and cake were refreshing after two hours' play. Mrs. Newhall's guests were: Mrs. Allen. Mrs.
Ripley, Mrs. Madigan, Mrs. Bartlett,
Mrs. Darling,
Miss
Mrs.
Hosmer,
White, Mrs. Clement. Miss Clement,
Mrs. Spike, Mrs. Beaumont and Mrs.

Mrs. Dixon and Mrs. Newhall.
This
committee tookj in $35.53.
Mrs. Lancaster was in charge of the Turkish
Bazaar and made $5.4G.
She was assisted by Miss Weller. Miss Richardson and Mrs. Evans.
Mrs. Pratt, Mrs.
Pidge, Mrs. Taft and Miss Taft were
on the
cooked food committee and
took in $20.01.
Mrs. W. D. Twiss
sold ice cream ,1eones and
cleared
Miss Julia
told
?2.o:>.
MacDonald
fortunes; $1.55 was cleared on this.
Miss Bower, Miss Clarke, Mrs. Brainard, Miss Soule, Mrs. Jaynes, Mrs.
Hosmer, Mrs. Grant, Mrs. White and
Mrs. Darling served coffee.
Eleven
Campbell.
dollars was taken in on this.
Mrs.
Rev. John Garfield and family of
Eugster and Mrs. Smith sold candy
Claremont, N. H., have returned
and made $14.26.
Miss Miller and
i home, having spent the summer at
Mrs. McCammon were on the flower
their bungalow, "The Ledges."
committee and took in $2.
Dorothy i
Norris and Dorothy Obear were the
IN CAMP AND AFLOAT.
flower girls.
One hundred
dollars
and seventy-two cents was cleared on
"Afloat and Ashore in Casco Bay,"
this Fair.
is the interesting title of an illustraThe
was
"Island
Tuesday
Party"
ted article in
September
Outing.
held at the "Lower Garfield" cottage
The author, William Haynes, who
with Mrs. W. W. Cheney as hostess.
summers at Cliff Island, is a
verWork was continued on the rompers
satile writer and lends the thrill of
and dresses for the French refugees.
reality to his work because he writes
During the afternoon the organiza- of
personal experiences. His humortion cf the women into a club was
ous
references /to the
"Souse," a
effected, and an election of officers sixteen-footer in which
the trip was
resulted in Mrs. H. F. White as Presmade, and her single cylinder enident and Mrs. E. S. Hosmer as Secwhich
"suffered
gine
alternately
These Island
retary and Treasurer.
from hiccoughs and asthma," are the
Parties have proved a great success
the
amusing side of
story. The
and have brought the
women
in
author was
on
this
accompanied
much closer touch with one another.
cruise by his
Mr.
brother-in-law,
Mrs. Cheney served iced tea
and
Kemp B. Batchelor of Baltimore and
cakes.
in the illustrations the
are
pair
Monday night the first real lecture shown in several
good situations, in
on Bustins was given in the Grove
one of which Mr. Batchelor, known
Dining Room by Dr. F. B. Greul of as
the Sailor, is digging clams strenToronto, Can., on "Traces of Insanity
uously by hand. Bushels of them lie
in the Kaiser."
in the sand of
the
shore
On Friday evening Mrs. S. C. Lan- thickly
was
particular
camp
caster gave a musicale and reading. where this
made.
The illustrations
are
from
It was enjoyed by all present.
The
photographs made by the author and
program was as follows:
are typical of Casco
Bay's remote
t
(a) The Robin Sings in the AppleReferences to the many rutree, MacDowell; (b) Down in tht? places.
mors of buried treasure which have
Forest, Ronald—Mrs. Huston; Charheld true
by
many
acteristics of the Southern Negro in always been
Bay,
Verse and Story—Mrs. Palmer; The of the seafaring men of the
Clang of the Forge, Rodney—Mr. A. give another interesting side to the
E. Heald; Duet, Passage Birds' Fare- article.
Lancaster
and
well, Hildach—Mrs.
Mrs.
Selections
from T.
Huston;
Tembarom,
Burnett—Mrs.
Russell;
(a) Elegie, Massenet; (b)
Slumber
I^ancaster;
Song, Tito
Matti—Mrs.
Obligato by Mr. Hosmer; Rose of My
Rose—Mr.
A.
E.
Heart,
Fabyan
Heald; Selections from Alfred Noyes'

SOUVENIRS -Km"1

When you rettirn from vacation be sure and take with
you some useful and handsome articles as
reminders of

pleasant vacation days.
varied—here

poems—Mrs. Russell; Duet, Maying,
Smith—Mrs. Lancaster and Mrs. Hus-

are some

Our line of souvenirs is

suggestions:

Souvenirs of Silver and
Fancy Metals

Useful and
very
attractive
in leather—fine
to
use
when traveling or to take home
as

50c.

States

Garment Hangers, Folding Shoe
Trees, Pocket Comb and Mirror,
Key Cases, Embroidery Scissors
in case, Pocket Mirrors,
Playing
Cards, in case, Drinking Cups,
Telephone and Shopping
Lists,

and

Fraternal Orders—your choice at
our clearance price of

25c Each

Otner
to

$1.49.

Is played.
"Thrt Rlrth of a Nation" Is presented with a cast of film favorites

totally

adequate

to

act even
and the

this
Incidental music by an orchestra of 20
musicians Is one of the bis features.
Kreat

spectacle

piny,

Women's Feet Growing 8maller.
The sex will repolce to hear that
an
English scientist declares that
women's feet are growing smaller He
claims that a study of former types ot
feet goes to prove that the feet of modern
people are more shapely than
those of their ancestors or those of
the savage races.
Perhaps, after all,
the mistakes of l!1>fltting shoes have
not seriously deformed the general
type of foot.
The Two Classes.

The late Charles Frohman used to
divide Americans into two classes—
those who dine in evening dress and
those who dine in their shirtsleeves.
"Or, to put it. better," Mr. Frohman
would say, "the two great American
classes are. first, those who dress for
dinner, and, second, those who undr«aa fnr

fllnnor."

You 8hould Know This.
The world will have to get along
without you some day, don't think
that It can't do It now.

etc.

articles at 75c.

Souven'.r

Works of Art

■».
Jp

Boxes,

Stud

Souvenir
Post
Cards—Fine
colored views at 10c. doz.
Hand Colored Cards at 5c each
Real

At 25c

50C

PENNANTS
Colleges,

gifts.

Folding Coat Hangers, Toilet
Cases, with file and comb, Shoe
Buttoner and Horn, Pocket Mirrors,
Thermometers,
Watch
Bracelets.

Souvenir Pillow Tops
29c.
Fir Balsam Pillows
50c.
Souvenir
Pillows—stamped to

Cities,

and

things

All sorts of pretty articles with
views of Portland and
resorts.
Prices
nearby
25c.,
35c.( 50c. and up to $2.50.

embroider

large

LEATHER NOVELTIES

embossed

Books

of

views

and

best

up

local
25c.

I IPDV r*r\ DEPARTMENT STi.RE
L.IDDT vU. PORTLAND, MAINE

-

LITTLE:FIELD & CO.
109-111 Commercial St., Portland Me.

GROCERIES, MEATS
We have

quality goods

everything
are

AND PROVISIONS

needed to

sold here.

supply

RIGHT PRICES

No

thing

one

will

give

the table and onlv

We cater for hotel, cottage
Fruit and Berries. Oar location en-

and yacht patronage.
ables us to attend to all island orders

promptly.
RIGHT SERVICE

so

much

pleasure to so many people for so
long a time at so little a cost es a

Columbia Grafonola
We

carry a complete stock of
all records catalogued, including
the latest dance selections.

Columbia Graphophone Co.

aau

congress St., Portland, Me.

NEW ARCHBISHOP IN WEST

GRAFONOLA JEWEL, $35.00

For Your Summer Home
The Famous

Cornell Fibre Wall Board

Better than Lath and Plaster, Triple Sizad by the
Original Cornell Fibre
Sizing Process. Making it Thoroughly Moisture Proof.

There is Nothing Better For Roofs Than

*

GENA5CO TRINIDAD LAKE
ASPHALT ROOFING
WRITE FOR SAMPLES

ton.
Mrs.

George Patten of
Merrimac,
Mass., returned home Friday, having
spent the summer with Mrs. Lancas-

C. M. rice: paper company
General Paper Dealers
8 To 16 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine

ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Larkin and Miss Little cJ Merrimac, Mass., returned home
Wednesday after having spent two
weeks with Mrs. Lancaster at "The

Cedars."
Miss

Edith M. French of
Soineris spending her vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
French.
Miss Doris Harworth of Cambridge,
Mass., is a guest of Miss Edith M.
French.
Hon. R. J. Ptaslee of
the
New
Hampshire Supreme Court has been
spending a few days with his sister,
Mrs. E. W. French.
Mrs, Eva
Mi. Henderson of Dorchester, Mass., is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Stevens at the Curtis

AUCOCISCO

ville, Mass.,

and

CLIIT

Cottages

ISLAND, MAINE

References—Special

for June and September.

rates

Mm. K. B. BATCHELOR

King and Miss Beatrice King
are
at
the
Cambridge, Mass.,
"Camp Shamrock" for two weeks.
Mrs. L. C. I^aw, who has been at
Fannie
Farmington. Me., and Miss
at
Boston,
Parker, who has been
Mass., have returned to Mrs. Law's
cottage, -'The Alders."
Mr. George Law arrived Saturday
to spend the balance of the season
with his mother at "The Aiders."
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Crosby of Dexter, Me., arrived Monday to spend a
week at the Silver cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L, Norris, Master
of

PETTINGILL

Proprietor

ed

cottage.

CUFP ISLAND

MRS.

usual proving unopenher home for the church service
Sunday, Aug. 22, at 4 o'clock.
The
house was
filled.
Rev.
Nicholas
as

favorable, Mrs. Lancaster again

Mrs.

Dana

and

I^exington,

Wholesalers And Retailers of

Hotel,

Fancy

cottage.
Mr. Harold C. Uond of
Maiden.
Mass., arrived Saturday to spend the

remainder of the season with Mrs.
and Miss Dixon at "The I>edge."
Mr. Harding and Master William
Harding, who have been
spending
three weeks at the Williams cottage
at Douglas Hill, Me., leturned to the
Island Saturday.
Mrs. C. L. Fisher of
Koslindale.
Masf., has returned to the Island to
spend the remainder of the summer
with her mother, Mrs. H. IJ. Soule.
The sympathy of all is extended to
Mrs. J. H. Who, who was recently
called to New York on account of the
death of her father.
Miss Doris Mathewson of Norwich,
Conn., spent two clays
with
Mrs.
White at the "Mudjekeewls."
Mr. E. S. Hosmer, who has been
the guest of his mother at Grafton,
Mass., returned to Dusting Monday.

Shipping Supplies

Game In Season, Broilers, Squab, Capon, and
Milk and Cream From Private Dairy

PORTLAND, MAINE

WE HAKE A SPECIALTY
OF

Most Kov. Edward J. Hanna was
confirmed as archbishop of 8an Francisco recently, succoodlng the late

Archbishop

Rlordan.

The

photograph

shows him In his robes In St. Mary's
cathedral.
Eel's Deadly Blood.
If Injected Into man, the blood of

an

eel causes death almost Immediately
This should deter no one from eating

the

fish,

however,

cooking destroys

of Its blood and

for the heat ol
the toxic propertiei

Brooches, Novelties,

etc.

GEO. T. SPRINGER
Watohaa,

Diamonds,

Jewelry,

Silverwara

515 Congress St.,

the stomach.

Quiet

when taken Into

Chap.

HOTEL

Portland, Me.

BRUNSWICK

Q. V SEEM AVER, Prop,
Hot and Cold Water !n Every Itoom
Private Batha
European Plan f I day up, with bath |1.50
Cafe connccted
Combination Meal* 25c, 35c, 150c
Rpeclal Chicken Dinner every day r»0c

Wonder if It ever occurs to the conceited chap that while he Is spending
his time bragging about his ability th«
quiet little chap Is busily earning hit
21-23 Preble S«J Portland, Maine
way to another raise in salary?
Near Mon.lment

I

Square

'Phone 902

CENTRAL GARAGE

besides, that blood It

practically harmless
The

Souvenir Spoons,

Ducklings

Ferry Wharf

130-132 COMMERCIAL ST.

Norris of
returned
summer at

home.
Miss Angelina Silver of Now Haven, Conn., returned home Saturday,
having spent two w>eks at. the Silver

Yacht A

Head of Portland Pier

home, having spent the
"Alcazar."
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Luke, also of
have
returned
I^exington,
Mass.,
the

fi(M-605

THE C. T. SWETT COMPANY
Provisioners

Dorothy
have
Mass.,

Miss

Telephon

Orders taken for Lobsters mid Fish

Laundry Agents

STOUGHTON FOLKINS CO.
Service Station for all Makes
of Cars

AUTOMOBILES FOR HIRE

88 Oak St.

Portland, Me.

Motor Boats for Sale
Stanley Marine Motors

Waterproof Inanition, nupplfa*, ropalring, overhauling. Gnaolene for sale.
Perfcx

WM. H.

ROHR,

14 Commercial Wharf

Telephone

PORTLAND

N. T. WORTH LEY, Jr.

Maine's Leading Optometrist and Optician
CONGRESS ST.,
Corner CENTER ST.
Opp. PREBLE HOUSE, PORTLAND, ME.

478

Phone 2174-W.

All

stop at

cars

door

our

Eyes examined.
Prescription lenses
ground promptly.
Mail orders returned by
next
mail.
*
»
X
#

-•

j.

Gold filled Eyeglass Chains....

Prescription

50c

Lenses ground to order
40c and up

Genuine Shell and Rubber Frames for

Library Glasses

$1.00

Colored Glasses

A

Consultation

50c

ATLAS SHUR-ON EYEGLASSES
Sold only at this office.
Free. „•
All Kinds of Optical

and

ud

Repairing

r.

ALL ROMANCE OF
THE WAR BELONGS
TO THE AIRCRAFT
_____

The Thrills and the Danger of
Scouting All Theirs, Says
Frederick Palmer.
ARCHIBALD IS

ON

THE

JOB

Exciting Work of the British Antiaircraft Gun Described—Sight of Aeroplane

At the

DAYBURN

Trefethen's Landing,
ADMISSION 10c

Daily

Sessions 8-11 p.m.,

CASINO

Peak's

By FREDERICK PALMER.

International Kews Service Correspondent.
British Headquarters, France.—A

Island

DANCING 5c A COUPLE

Saturdays and Holidays'2-5 p.m.. Gibson Orchestra
Accommodates 300 couples

Superb Dancing Surface.

HOT GAME

PEAK'S ISLAND
(Continued from

CHEBEAGUE

LOSES
TO
WOODFORDS IN PITCHER'S BATTLE.

Contest Full of Spectacular Fielding

Play.

In the best played
game that has
ever been staged at
Chebeague, the
East End team was defeated
by tht
Woodford Athletic Club of Portland,
their first loss this season.
The visitors had a strong team with a record
of sixteen straight victories and were
strengthened by the presence of two
players from the Portland New England league team. Spaldingand St. John
staged a great pitchers' bauie
until
the sixth when the former weakened
and three'liits and as many passes
sent over four runs.
Chebeague had
men on bases in
nearly every inning
but were unable to bunch their hits
until the eighth when Howell scratched a hit. to third base that sent Cassini over with their lone counter. The
game was full of spectacular fielding
In the fourth inning Filley
plays.
made a great stop of Howell's smash
with men on second and third that
saved two runs at least and Howell
Ln the sixth came through with a one
hand stab of a Texas leaguer back of
first. Cassini came also into the limelight with several nice plays, while R
Huere made a great one-hand stab of
a hot drive in the sixth,
following it
with a nice throw to the plate thai
retired Corey.
The score:
VVOODFORDS A. C.
ab
r lb 2b po a
e
.Jordan If
4
112
10
0
Springer cf
4011100
S. St. John c
3100 10
10
3
0
0
1
1 12
2
Corey lb
Waterman ?s
4
12*2120
Waldron 2b
4
12
3
13
0
Tillev 3b
4
0
0
0
0
2
1
G. St. John p
1 0
0
0
0
1
3
Moore rf
0
3
0
0
0
0
0

,33

Total

4

7
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splendidly

done and Miss Swain gave
last number,- sounding laps
which was a pleasant feature.
The
readings by the two lfttle Misses |
Christine Frellick and Ituth Walker
were also well received and the musical numbers were all good.
The
program was as follows: Cornet solo,
Grace
Swain;
Ruth
accompanist,
vocal solo,
Morrill;
Helen
Black;
reading, Ruth Walker; duet, Misses
Cooper; vocal solo, Fidelia Woodbury;
reading, Mrs.
Swain;
Edith
duet,
Drown and Velma Cooper; reading,.
Christine Frellick; solo, Miss Clancy;
solo, Rev. J. E- Clancy; quartet,
Angie and Edith Drown. Velma Cooper and
Helen Black; readings, Mrs.
Swain; taps, Grace Swain.
Miss Alice Batchelder of Ixnvell,
Mass., and Miss Ruth Cummings of
St. Louis, have been spending a week
as quests at the home of Mrs. Edward
Merrill on Pleasant avenue.
Miss Helen Robinson pleasantly obppr\ed her 18th birthday Thursday at
the summer home of her parents at
Evergreen where she entertained a
few of her young friends at dinner.
Miss Robjnson was remembered with
several pretty gifts and a beautifully
decorated birthday cake.
Mrs. Enoch Hunt is entertaining at
her summer home, Huntcliff, her sister, Mrs. George Mansize, and Mr.
and Mrs.
Clarence Famsworth, son
and maid, who arrived from their
home in Waltham Wednesday.
Mrs.
Hunt, who has been ill through the
much
is
early summer,
improved.
also

the

WORTHY OF HIS FATHER

9 27 11

CIIEBEAGUE ISLAND.
R. Heure 2b

•Sweeney
Cook rf

ss

Cassini 3b
Lambort If
Howell lb
Harvey rf
P. Henre c
Snaulriing n
Tot Pi

r lb 2b po a
ab
e
0
0
5
2
2
0
0
5
0
1112
0
2012000
2
1113 2 0
4000100
401
11201
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
4023820
0
0
0
4
0
2
0
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Inninps:

Wood fords A. C. 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0—4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
rhebengne
b«J»e

A Very Good Suggestion.
A Foung Men's Christian assocl*
Hon suggests that the man who must
drink have his wife buy a supply and
retail the stuff to him. It adds: "Should
you live ten years and continue to buy
booze from her and then die with
snakes in your boots, she will have
money enough to bury you decently,
educate your children, buy a house
and lot, marry a decent man and quit

thinking

about you

entirely."

Farm# All Taken.
The Connecticut board of agriculture In authority for the statement
that there la not an abandoned farm In
that state, the demand for vegetables,
tobacco, small fruits, poultry and other farm products having brougnt back
Into use land that was long neglected.

New and Old Books
at

Bargain Prices

Visitors Welcome
HUSTON'S, 92 Exchange St., Portland

as

big

something

your hand against the light
blue of the summer sky.
This was
the target, a German aeroplane.
By
the cut of his wings you knew it was
as

Taube, Just as you know a meadow
lark from a swallow.
So high was it that it seemed almost stationary.
But it was going
3omewhere between fifty and
ninety
a

miles an hour.
It seemed to have
all the heavens to itself; and to the
British it was a sinister, prying eye.
It wanted to see if they were

building

any new trenches, if they were moving bodies of troops or of transport in

some new diroction, and where their
batteries were in hiding.
That avi-

ator, three miles above the earth, had
many waiting guns at his command.
A few signals from his wireless and
they would let loose on the target he

indicated.

They

of Archibald if they knew
was.
But all that the avisee is mottled
landscape.

side Archibald flies

no

goal

He is one of ten thousand tiny

objects under the aviator's

eye.

All the Romance Theirs.

Why he was named Archibald nobody knows. As his full name is
Archibald the archer, possibly it

Several months ago. on the sands
In the north of France, the eldest son
and heir of Albert, king of the Bel-

gians, was enrolled as a private In the
Twelfth regiment of the Belgian Infantry of the lino,
Prince Leopold,
duke of Brabant. Is a manly, good-looking lod of fourteen, and, as ho takes
both his profession and his position
seriously, his father's words Introducing his heir to the staff- "If I cannot
finish my work In the course of this
war. I rely on my son to do It." represent"'!

more

phrase.

than

n

mere

formal

each canton supplies
have known each other
shoulder to shoulder,
memories of echini life

To Clean

an

the men who
and can stand
with common

spent, together.

Iron Bed.

A tablespoonful of turpentine In a
cup of milk makes the beat mixture
for cleaning an Iron bed.
Apply with

piece of
flannel.

a

cheesecloth

and

polish

wltb

The Thos.

Marine Hardware

They

are as neat as a private
yacht s
and as lively as an infield of a
major league team.
The Archibaldians are naturally bound to think well
of themselves.
crew

of all kinds in Brass and Galvanized iron.
184-186 COMMERCIAL
Boat

Watch them there, every
man
knowing his part, as they send their
shells after the Taube!
There isn't
enough waste motion among the lot
to tip over the range-finder or the teloscopes or the score board or any of
the other paraphernalia assisting the
man who is looking through the
sight
in

I—sughlin Co.

The only place In Portland where you can run your boat
direct
to a good safe landing and obtain a complete outfit of
everything
pertaining to motor boats, and

:

ST.,

v

back of store, between

screw answers

Our Ice Cream and Frozen Sweets are the
kind you
if you desire tne best.
We can supply you at short
notice. Renjember our location, enables us to
send on the
next steamer after
receiving your order.

j

want

\

ing a German—and the target is a
bird, a bird-man. PufTs of smoke with
bursting hearts of death are clustered ;
around the Taube. They hang where j
they broke in the still air. One fol- i
lows another in quick succession, for

than one Archibald is firing, before your entranced eyes.
An Artful Dodger.
You are staring like the crowd at a
country fair at a parachute act. For
the next puff may get him.
Who
knows this better than the aviator?
He is likely an old hand at the game;
or, if he isn't, he has all the experience of other veterans to go by.
His
sense is the same as that of the escaped prisoner who runs from the fire \
of a guard in a zigzag course, and
more than that.
If a puff comes near
on the right, he turns to the left; if !

TELEPHONE

more

KENDALL & WHITNEY
DEALERS IN

Agricultural and Horticuliural Implements, Fertilizers,
Poultry and Dairy Supplies, Wooden Ware, Galvanized Iron
Ware, Brooms, Brushes, Cordag3, Sesris, etc.

Also specialties in SUMMER COMFOR
TS, such as Ice Cream
Freezers, Refrigerators, Lawn Swings, Croquet Sets, Window Screens
and Screen Doors. Call and see us.

Cor. Federal

Temple Sts.,

near on the left he turns
and
to the right; if one comes under he
rises, over he dips. This means that
the next shell fired at the same point
will be wide of the target.
Looking through the sight, it seems
But here's the
easy to hit a plane.
( » )
// ^2
difficulty: It takes two seconds, say, I
for the shell to travel to the range
of the plane.
The gunner must wait 1
for its burst before he can spot his
shot. Ninety miles an hour is a mile
and a half a minute* Divide that by
thirty, and you have about a hundred
yards the plane has traveled from
MAINE TOURMALINES
the time the shell left the gun muzzle till it burst. It becomes a matter The largest up todate line of Souvenirs
in the city. Also a full lir.e of
of discounting the aviator's speed and
guessing from experience which way
he will turn next. That ought to have
one comes

OUVENIERS

bird.

j

•

I

:

I
1

of all kinds at short notice

Jewelers and Opticians

Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

Portland Ferry:

180 Middle Street,

nearly opposite
Postoffice
Cream, etc., fresh from

!

Milk,
dairy farm daily.

I

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL
(Incorporated)
State House

Archibald, who is quite the swellest
thing in the army, has his own private car built especially
for him.
While the cavalry horses back of tho
lines grow sleek from Inaction, tho
aeroplanes have taken their places.
All tho romance and risk of
scouting
are theirs.
They get most of the fun
there is in this kind of warfaro.
If

British aviator gots a day's leave,
he does not take a train or steamer.
Me rises from the aviation grounds
about half-past four and is at homo in
Kngland for dinner and returns after
lunch the next day. All the
action the
cavalry see is when thoy go into the
trenches as infantry.
a

!

Offers

foods,

room

with hot and cold

$1.00 per dayi which includes free use of pul>lic shower
baths

Nothing to Equal This in
New England

Rooms with private baths for
$1.50 per day, suites of two rooms
and baths for $4.00 per day.
Absolutely Fireproof
Temperance House
Send For Booklet
STORER F. CRAFTS', General Mgr.

Planes do not go up to
agination.
fight other planes, but for observation.
Their business Is to see and learn,

SEBASCO ESTATES

Kodak Supplies

Artists' Materials

Developing, Printing

Riid Enlarging
little betier than the other fellow.

a

JOHN F. GOULD

549

Connrcss

SI

Portland, Me.

We Want to Do
Your

Developing &
Printing

!

H. M. SMITH

j

Becomes Lawyer at Sixty-Six.
JefferBon City, Mo.—Among tho 68
|
St. Louisans who successfully passed i
the law examinations was Charles Auj
gustus Valette, who began the study of
law when about Sixty years old. Vallette said he took up law as a profession after losing nearly $60,000 in
buslnosH In a few years. He was graduated from a St. IxjuIs law school. Ho
said he would actively enter the
prac-

Lightning Sparer! Babe.
Pennacola, Fla.—Thomas
Fillinghim, a white farmer residing at Beaulah, 16 mlleB from here, was struck by
a bolt of lightning and
Instantly killed.
Important Work Is Archibald's.
Uta bnby, though In its father s arms
fluch of the calvary's former
at. the time, was unharmed by the
p^ri
as tho planes do not
play, Archibald shock-

of

BOSTON, MASS.

water for

air
im-

tice.

Best

quickest service, reasonable charges.
Finest equipment in the East.
Visit us when in town. Elite Lunch
487 Congress St. for ladies.

Opposite

Taubes.

fault. Now the business of
firing at
Taubes is left entirely to Archibald.
When you seo how hard It Is for Archibald, after all his practico, to got a
Taube, you understand how foolish it
was for the field guns to
try to get

381-390 FORE ST.

D. J. MacDOXALD, Prop.

and soon was out of range.
Archibald had served the purpose
of his existence. He had oent the prying aerial eye home.

feet higher was a Gorman piano. Thoy
maintained their relativo altitudes and
kept on with their work, each spotting tho bursts of the shells fired by
Its sldo and correcting the gunners'
aim by wireless. Tho British aviators
always fly lower than tho Gorman;
they are much oftener In tho range of
antiaircraft gunfire.

F. & C. B. NASH CO.

121 Commercial St.,
nearly oppo.site Island Steamers and South

But It had the luck which most

Fights In the Air Rare.
fight between planes in the
rarely happens, except in tho

Gasoline Engines and
Water Systems

AMERICAN DAIRY LUNCH

plarsss, British or German, have In
escaping antiaircraft gunfire. It had
begun edging away after the first shot,

A

Ship Stoves, Lanterns and
Galley Furnishings

McKENNEY JEWELRY CO.
V.

Me.

Stoves, Ranges, Tinware

and Diamonds

Repairing

Portland,

Heating and
Plumbing
Engineers

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry

Club House, Bungalows, Camps. Four
and bring home their now3.
miles shore front.
Five hundred acres.
The other day, in the communicat- Water fowl and Inland
shooting. I^ake
aild
sea
fishing, the only year round
Ing trench between tho frontal and
hotel
accommodations In
Casco Hay.
support trenches, British shells were Accessible from
Portland, Hath or Newscreaming overhead into tho German Meadows Inn railroad station. Special
trenches. Four or fivo thousand feet i rates for our Ideal season from August
10
to November 1, $lt-?ir>.
New Yoik
up were two British pianos, with a
City references.
"Write, FIIRKMAN H.
swarm of puffs from German shells
MKHKITT, Sebrtsco Estates, Sebasco, Me.
around them. Two or three thousand

It was easy to keop out of
range of both rifles and guns and observe well.
If the Germans did not
know the progress of the British retreat from on high, it was their own

ME.

and Central Wharves.

40 Custom House Wharf, Portland, Maine

very

from some association with
the idea of archery.
If there were
ten thousand antiaircraft
guns in the
British -army, every one would be
known as Archibald. When the
British
expeditionary force went to
Franco it had none. All the British
could do was to bang
away at Taubes
with thousands of rounds of rifle
bullets, which might fall in their own
and
with the field guns.
lines,
It was pio in those days for the

PORTLAND,

/

Long

WEST END DAIRY CO

knowing

where to aim next as a
softly to his touch.
Is the sport of war dead? Not for
Archibald.
Here you see your target, which is so rare these days when
British
have stormed
infantrymen
and taken trenches without ever see-

landing

comcs

one.

Swiss Military Service.
The Swiss boy learns his drill at
school, and from twenty to thirty-two
he Is liable to service If he is physically capable, and thereafter to fiftytwo—on demand—either in Auszug
Landwehr or Landsturm.
Kich and
poor, professional man and laborer,
serve sldo by side In the
ranks, and

He keeps off the enemy's scouts.
you seek team-work, spirit lot
corpc and smartness in this theater
of France, where all the old
glamour
of war is lacking? You will find it in
the attendants of Archibald.
They
have pride, alertness, pepper and all
the other appetizers and condiments.
Do

Never Loses Its Thrill.
Other features of life at the front I got him, the burst was right under
him!
No!
He rises.
Surely that
may grow commonplace, but never
one got him, anyway.
The pufT is
the work of the planes—these
wings right in front of the
Taube, partly hidof the army's intelligence.
In the
it from view. You see the plane
hide-and-seek digging and dodging and ing
tremble, as if struck by a violent gust
countering of siege warfare the sight
of wind.
of a plane under shell Are never loses
Must Hit Vital Spot.
its thrill.
"Close!"
Within thirty or forty
A couple of seconds after that crack
yards, the telescope says. But at that
a tiny puff of smoke breaks
about a
range the naked eye is easily deceived
hundred yards behind the Taube.
A
about distances.
Probably some of
soft thistle blow against the
blue, it the bullets have
cut his plane.
But
seems at that altitude; but it wouldn't
you must hit the man or the machine
if it were about your ears.
Then it
in a vital spot in order to bring down
would sound like a bit of dynamite on
A British aviator the othyour bird.
an anvil struck by a
hammer, and you er
day had a piece of shrapnel Jacket
would hear the whizz of scores of bulhit his coat, its force spent, and rolled
lets and fragments about your ears.
The smoking brass shell case is out into his lap. The explosions must be
It is amazing
of Archibald's steel throat, and an- very close to count.
how much shell fire an aeroplane can
other shell case
with
its
charge
slipped in its place and started on its stand. Aviators are accustomed to
the whiz of shell fragments and bulway before the frst puff breaks. The
lets and to have their planes puncaviator knows what is coming.
Ho
Though their enknows that one means many, once ho tured and ripped.
gines are put out of commission, and
is in range.
frequently though wounded, they are
Archibald rushed the fighting; it is
able to volplane back to the cover of
the business of the Taubo to sidetheir own lines.
The
step.
aviator cannot hit back
to make a proper story we ought
except through its allies, the German
to have brought down this particular
batteries, on the earth.
would

flags.

Where To Buy Paints.
M. F. Brandon Paint Co., Exchange
street, Portland, is where many of
tlie owners of nummer homos buy
Thi* reliable firm's
their supplies.

1<nown to about everv resiname
dent of the bay and on all the islands
the soods of this firm are for sale
All
at the lending grocery stores.
nr? invited to visit this store when
some
in Portland, for each week
special bargain is offered.—adv.

crack and a whish through the air!
No sound is more familiar at the front
where the artillery is never siient—
the sound of a shell
breaking from a
gun muzzle and its shrill flight toward
the enemy's line to pay the Germans
back for some shell they have sent.
Only this one did not pass out over
the landscape in a long parabola or
toward the German lines.
It went
right up into the heavens at about
the angle of a skyrocket—for it was
Archibald who was on the job.
Six or seven thousand feet over
the
British trenches there was

take care
where ho
ator can
Prom his

h'ts. Jordan,
Cook, F.
Heure. Hits, of Snaulding 7, G. St.
Ptolen
John 6.
bases,
Springer 2.
F.
Waldron, Cook, Cassini, Harvey',
Waldron to
Double
Heure.
plays,
Waterman to Corey.
First, base on
balls, off St. John 3, Spal'Mne. First
base on errors. W. A. C. 1, Chebeapup
3.
Struck
Hit by nit flier, Harvey,
out. by St. John 9, Spaulding 6. Time
1.50.
Two

Under Shell Fire Never

Loses Its Thrill.

plays.

8

The Crocker Photo

Engraving

Designers

Co.

Illustrators

Engravser

34 Exchange St., Portland

Chamber of Commiro* Building

Photographer

Elm St., Portland, Mo.
Eastman Films
ORDER BY MAIL

"Old fashioned things of solid
worth,
On them a
benediction,
1 he joy nnd comfort of I ho enrth
And strength without

restriction."

Antique Furniture Wareiooms

628

8am

Coftftrc** St., opp. Public Library
Hbkota, Prop.
Portxand, Mk.

CORDES' CKPE
F. 0.

Cordes, Proprietor.

First- class In Every Particular
Private Dining Rooms
665 1-2—G67 1-2 Congress 9L

PORTLAND, MAINE
Opposite Baxter Block

Of

DELIGHTFUL PARTY.
(Continued from page 1.)
which

ISLAND HOUSE,
Peaks Island, Me.
R. E. Howe
i... Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Ruth Bradley,
Lvjin
A () Itelscli .S: w,
Lawrence
Geo. I' A Manning,
Itoston
Lowell
J M A Henderson,
N V
Jocelyn It Magrath,
Anton D I)imon,
N Y
Ola Croft,
E Orange

Rebecca \V Smith,
Lexington
Airsjas W Smith,
Lexington
Master Jas W Smith,
Lex ton
Priscilla Smith,
Lexington

Woodsville,
Dorothy S Dearth,
Woodsville, N H
Helen M Jones,
Woodsville, N H
Mabel J Chassc,
.Manchester
N Y
Harry A "Smith & w,
Mrs A L Maggi, Chelsea, Mass
Helen 1) Maggi, Chelsea, Mass
Mary J. King,
Chelsea, Mass
Edward Cook.
Quincy, Mass
Helen A Clark,
Brooklyn

Miss M

F 1' Dearth & w,

N II

Mrs Earl F ivimball &

s,

Brookline

Geo A Tewksbury,
Concord
I* S Houston,
Dorchester
H Taussig iS: w,
X Y
R L M Whipple.
Burlington
Mrs Albert Sanders,
Washington, D C
G W Elmen & w.
N Y
J C Tabram «S: w, Trenton. N J
\V 11 Hillings
Boston
w,
Miss Goodwin,
Boston
A H Neayburn,
Brooklyn
J Birgin. Waterbury, Conn
Grace I Hester,
l)ot>bs Ferry, X Y
E A Spaulditig
Portland
w,
Iidw A Schmidt&w, Lawrence
AUCOCISCO HOUSE,
Cliff Island, Me.
Mrs. K. B. Batchelor. .Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Airs Vance Cheney,
Wash
Miss Edith Coulson, Alabama
Air Edwards & w,
N Y
Robert Berton,
Penna
D Sniediker,
I'lainfiehl, X J
Ferd Lowe,
Penna

HOUSE,
Long Island, Me.
Chas. E. Cushing
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Frank C Meade,
Montreal
R Day & w,
Toronto
Wm .1 Day.
Toronto
Mrs R G Oliver, d & s,
Montreal
W A Barrington, w & s,
CASCO

BAY

Toronto

Charles I'etsch & f. N Y
J II O'Brien, Cambridge
Dent Harrison & f,
Westmount. Montreal

Mrs
Mr

CREST.
Chebeague Island.
HILL

Chas. W. Hamilton
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Rustll Hoke, Harrisburg. Pa
H M Hoke & w.
Harrisburg
Mrs. Frederick (1. Coy, Bost'n
Miss Barbara H Coy, Boston
Olivia Gillies. Chicago
Katherine Gillis, Chicago
Mary I)aly, Cambridge
Miss Mary Gillis. Boston
T, E Archibald. Everett. Mass
T W Arundel,w&d, E.Orange
Anna C Walsh, Cambridge
Mollie Taggart, Medford
Miss A V Walsh. Cambridge
Julia A Walsh. Cambridge
Frances E Welch, Somerville
Miss AGFraw'ey. S.Weymo'th
A C Johnson & w,
Hopedale
G X Scofield
I'hila
w,
Mason Scofield.
I'hila
Marion Scofield,
I'hila
St. Louis
Dudley Kent it w,
Pauline Schwartz,
Newark
David Hunter,
N Y
Dr & Mrs Wm I, McCandless.
Alice M

Cotton,

Philadelphia

Arlington

Bailey Island, Me.
Johnson
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Anna AlcMaster,
Crafton, Pa
Win Benjamin, Montclair, N J
Montclair
Irving Benjamin,
Mrs Frank llacon, Worcester
Ruth E Bacon,
Worcester
Bertha Farnsworth, Fitchburg
Emilie Hall, Fitchburg, Si ass
W Lay & w, Plandoine,
N Y
H I.ay,
Plandoine, N Y
Dorothy Lay, Plandome, N Y
I Herbert Garland,
N Y

COTTAGES,
Bailey Island, Me.
Mrs. H. S. Sinnett
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Miss Elizabeth Murles. Boston
Lucy Flyn,
Washington
Mary Mclntire,
Wilmington
Martha Field,
West I'ownal
Mrs G E Cabana,
Portland
Portland
i<al|>h J Caban,
Miss A F Trufant,
Koxbury
l)i J F Spencer & w, Marlboro
Martha Wiley, Amherst, Mass
Florence S Wiley,
Baltimore
Harriet Minor,
Brooklyn
Miss Peterson,
Portland

llasett,_

II
H A Lewis X- w,
I Yamaguchi,
Mrs J W Florey,

HOUSE,
Chebeague. Me.
Hamilton... .Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
E C Finckc.
N Y
Mrs M Tolmie.
Montreal
Mrs G L Morse
N Y
A X New & w, Arlington,N J
N Y City
J ltrodley,
J M Sunning,
Medford
Leona Clay."
Aiken, S C
Sydney 15 I?rown,
Conn

Mrs F W Demarest, E Orange
Miss Demarest,
E Orange
A C Johnson.
Hopedale, Mass
(Ito L Stone.
Salem, Mass
H W Adams & w
Boston
d,
Anna A Mcllwaine,
Yonkers
Eliza R Mcllwaine,
Yonkers
(irace K Adams,

Auburndale, Mass
John I Adams,
Auburndale, Mass
1 F Frost.
Newton Highlands
Miss Si 1' Frost.
N'n Highl'ds
SEASIDE

COTTAGE,

Bailey Island, Me.

F.

E. Cram
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Mrs J IS Moore, Plainfield, XJ
Iola Moore, Plainfield, N J
lanet Clark,
lainaica, N Y
Emma Burbrtdge.Jamaica, N Y
Martha Burbridge,
Jamaica. N Y
Miss Ashton.
Jamaica, N Y
MrsG A Moulton,
Maple wood. N J
Mrs G E Martin,
Albany, N Y
Clara Martin.
Albany, N Y
W M Gehman, Jr. & w,
Cynedi I'a
THE

DRIFTWOOD,
Bailey Island, Me.
Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver. Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Nannie E Dorsey,
Baltimore
H Bishop,
Attleboro
Mrs N Bishop,
Attleboro
Miss S Bishop,
Attleboro
Miss Clara Itishop, Worcester
Mr & Mrs Clarence Hough,
John I) Hough, Chicago
Mr & Mrs Harry D. Clark,
Worcester
A Maud Barbour,
Ansonia.Ct
Clarence Hough,
Chicago
Virginia Hough.
Chicago
Mary C Griugs, Spgfield. Mass
Caroline C Griggs,
N Havtn
W E Barnard & w,
NY
Milton J Haynes&w, Worc'ter
Esmeralda Allen,
N Y
Camilla 1'assoir,
N Y
Ellen Foley,
<
NY

|

orchestra

was

Boston and Mrs. W. K. Dana of Westbrook, Me., sweet girl graduates; Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Thomas of Hingham,
Italian
Anna
R.
organ-grinders;
Duback, St. Louis, wore a gorgeous
paper gown; Caroline Fowler of St.
Louis was representative of 20th century maiden; Mrs. Nathaniel Moffltt
was a daughter of 1812; Henrietta and
Mary Arnold, flower girls; Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Ensign of, Boston caused
great laugnier as nayseed and wife;
.Mrs. Laurie Page of Chatham, N. J.,
costume of I860; Miss Ethel Dana of
Westbrook wore an heirloom gown of
silk with Brussels lace and Miss Anna
Packard of Auburn likewise;
Miss
Jovitt, Indian Squaw; Mrs. H. G. Lord
of Newark came as a lady of the last
century; Mr. Farrington Abbott of
Auburn and Miss Dana as farmers of
50
Miss
years
ago;
Quinn, oldfashioned
Miss
girl;
Margareta
McCandless as Society girl.
Mrs. A. M. Packard of Boston, Mr.
W. K. Dana of Westbrook, Me., Mrs.
Ulric
Dahlgren of Princeton, Mrs.
Simon L. Boogher of St. Louis; Mr.
and Mrs. H. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Paul of Auburn, Miss Carrie Ferguson
of St. Louis, Mr. O. S. Currier were
amongst the other guests present.

_

SEA GABLES HOTEL,
So. Harpswell, Me.
I.. H. Merrow
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.')
TV T Holmes
N Y
Mrs A Lord Heimstein,

Dorchester

Ward, Chelsea. Mass
Pearl Hammond, Eve'tt, Mass
Mrs L Gay, Salem
Mrs C Black. Chelsea
Tohn Buckley, Cambridge
Emma Buckley, Cambridge
F W Ashley.
Washington
C H Hansen,
Washington
Alice Murphy,
Boston
Elsie Murphy,
Boston
T Smart,
WolJaston, Mass

H

The

Jr., was a Spanish Senora; Eugene
Baker, Jr., sailor in U. S. N. dress uniform; Shepley Paul of Auburn, Captain, nth Reg. Inf., U. S. A.; Mrs. W.
K.
McCandless, Red Cross Nurse;
Katie Williams, old fashioned country
girl; Ivan Arnold, Chief Musician of
U. S. A. Band; Florence Arnold and
Mami
Taylor represented Japanese
girls; Miss Katherine Paul and Mrs.
Thompson of Auburn were flower
ladies; Mrs. George Sliepard Page of

WILLOW COTTAGE,
Bailey Island. Me.
Mrs. W. E. Johnson.... Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Emily Adams,
Weston, Me
H Bowker,
Maiden, Mass
Annie Bowker,
Maiden
\f Woodward.
Winter Hill
Emily Adams, Littleton, Mass
Edward Hayes & f, Baltimore
"arold Mooney, Spencer.Mass
Harold Cooney, Spencer. Mass
Andrew Wvlie & w,
NYC
Thos Swain & w,
I'rov
_

dancers.

Friday, Sept.

DOLLAR DAY
The

Biggest
Bargain Day of the
A dollar

shoppers
the year.

on

bill

will look

Friday

bigger

to

than any other

Year
thrifty
day of

This is not an ordinary Dollar Day.
will be celebrated nbt by one store, but
three score and mdre.

by

»

j.

Mr. and

come—and to come

r

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT
PORTLAND, nftirfe
""

♦•v-

George

summer

Hopkins of Bryant's
spent last Friday here as
the guest of Miss Helen
Benson
at

The Beeches.
Mrs. C. B. Hill of Dedham, Mass., is
now

visiting

on the island.
is
She
few days as the guest of
her brother, Mr. F. T3. E. Hill.
The engagement of Miss Ethel Mc■llroy of Swampscott, Mass., to Mr.

spending

a

Arthur Strieker of
has recently
been

'Brooklyn, N. Y.,
announced.
She
has been most
cordially congratulated
her
by
many friends here.
I
A most brilliant affair
was the re- i
ception given in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Ward Cushing last Thursday
evening.
A large group of the natives
met the
newly wedded couple at the wharf
from the city and accompanied them to
Mr. -Cushing's home where a
large and
I brilliant reception
given them.
%as
; Mr. Cushing married Miss Morrison of
Yarmouth, where they also were given
a cordial send off. Mr. and
Mrs. Cushing will make their home on the North
End of Church Road.
The late inhabitants of
"Jay Dees
Inn," have now deserted their cottage
and left the island for their home. Mr.
and Mrs. King McFarland left last Friday for their home in Westbrook,
i while their guests returned
to
their
homes, Miss Kate Hunter going to her
home
in
Cumberland
and Mr. Law1f
rence Lang going to
Weymouth.
■Mrs. S. A. Davis of Church Road expects her daughter. Miss Gertrude Cornish, to arrive September the first to
stay with her for the month of September.

8ea Gables.

large crowd gathered on the South
Harprtwell hoat landing on Thursday
evening, Aug. 19th, to hear an address
on Woman Suffrage
by Mra. Augusta

extensively

A

Mrs. E. A, Solomons' guest, Mr. (Dev.
H. Rudd, has now left the island
after having a delightful month's stay.
Mrs. Searlea, the mother of Mrs. Solomons left the island with Mr. Rudd.'
They both have gone to Batavia, .New
York .where they intend to spend the
winter season.

r...

i..

>

On Friday afternoon Mr. and Mrfl. E.
A. SolomOns and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Webster Babb took a delightful afternoon sail to Falmouth Foreside In Mr.
Solomon's motorboat, where they vis-

t*.'.

*

4.

•

in

the

chilly days
early fall
SOLD BY

THE EMERY-WATERHOUSE COMPANY
Dealers in

Hardware, Paints,

Corner Pearl and Middle

Oils and Varnishes
Portland
Streets,

4 minutes walk from Custom House

•9

j

Lord 'Heinstein of Boston, a guest of prepared by Miss
Ruth
McCandless
the hotel.
In this assemblage were composed the repast which all the
parmany residents of Massachusetts who ty of young
people enjoyed to the
showed
their
appreciation of Mrs. greatest extent. Walnut ice cream in
/Heinstein's remarks by giving her cones, ordered from Portland, finished
rounds of applause.
To make herself the meal.
Mr. Arnold received many
heard
by her large audience she congratulations and presents from his
mounted
a
"Mother's Bread" box, friends. The moonlight sail which was
which seemed a very appropriate plat- to be given
that night was unfortuform for the speaker, as she is a moth- nately delayed, nevertheless, the next
er.
At the conclusion of the speech evening the entire
set
took Captain.
suffrage literature was distributed and George 'R. Johnson's motorboat, the
read with great
interest.
Mrs. Hein- "Auburn," and sailed up Harpswell
stein is the mother of three children. sound for many miles
in
the mellow
Until economic conditions forced her light of the full moon.
out of her home, she had always been
Miss Johanna Jenns^n of New York
a home
mother, devoting all of her City, who was entertained by Mrs.
time to her husband and children. To- Ulric
Dahlgen of Princeton at the latday she is a professional as well as a ter's
the laboratory,
cottage near
home woman.
has left 'Harpswell
for
the
Eaton
Ranch
in Arizona,
where
will
she
The sloop "Doris" belonging to Mr. spend three months, spending much of
Fred O. Watson of Auburn, who is her time horse-back riding, one of her
spending the summer with his family favorite sports. Miss Jennsen is the
on the Point at their cottage, left last superintendent
of
the 5th Avenue
week for Squirrel Island with Messrs. Bank of New York City, and
is very
Warren and Richmond
Watson, the i popular | mong the Harpswell guests,
two sons of Mr. Fred O. Watson and having been here several seasons.
their friend, Harold Cooper, of Auburn,
Mrs. S. E. Pickering
of Lewiston„
who came here in his parent's machine. who lias been
spending the summer at
The three gentlemen were highly en- her
cottage on Hurricane Ridge, left
tertained on
Squirrel Island because for New York last Wednesday.
"Fete Week" was in progress all
Miss Ruth Morey of Lewiston, who
week. The Doris had
just returned has been
spending the summer with
from
Boothbay where the Messrs.1 her mother at
their cottage,
HurriWatson entertained
their uncle,
Dr.1
cane Hut, left last Saturday with sev'Herbert V. Neal, professor of biology
eral friends in her automobile intendat Tufts College, for a week.
| ing to tour to Boston,
Cambridge and
made
Many
magnificent
yachts
the vicinity, where she will be the
Pott's Harbor their place of anchorage guest of several of her friends.
for a night or so last
week, among
Mr. E. D. Hendley of Lexington,
which were
the
Viking, a superb Mass., is the guest of his
sister, Mrs.
steam yacht of unusual size, belonging
L. A. Burr, of Lexington, at her cottage
to Mr. R. Baker of New York whose
on Hurricane Ridge.
He will remain
nephew. Eugene Baker, is at the Au- here for five or six weeks
longer, leavburn colony this summer;
the steam
ing about the first or second week in
yacht "Tyrantler" of the New York October.
Yacht club, belonging to W. K. VanFriday Mrs. Frank A. Morey of
derbilt and the large schooner "Beatrice" of Portland, owned by Mr. J. C. Lewiston will close her delightful cotHamilton and captained by B. F. Mac- tage, "Hurricane Hut," located on the
center of Hurricane Ridge. Her daughVane of Portland
with a party comMiss Ruth Morey, left last Saturprised of Miss Marie Hamilton of By- ter,
Mrs. Morey has had many guests
field, Mass., Mrs. Kitty Sanborn of day.
this summer, generously sharing with
New York, Mr.
and Mrs.
Murphy of others the
many
delightful week3
Washington, D. C., who stopped here
at 'Harpswell.
Her most recent
for the purpose of seeing some friends spent
were Mrs. J. Watson Smith and
staying at West Harpswell. All of guests
her daughter.
Miss
Nathalie Smith,
these vessels were bound for Bar Harboth of St. Paul,
Minn.
Last week
bar.
Miss Morey took them to Phippsburg
A very interesting lecture was given via
Bath, and «aw the launching of the
at the Harpswell Laboratory on Wedlarge three masted schooner, "George
nesday evjiing. (Dr; J. S. Kingsley, T. Smith," which will act as a
coasting
professor of biology at Illinois Univer- vessel.
sity, was the lecturer, and his subject
Miss D. M. Gutshire of Worcester,
was "Sicily."
The lecture was IllusMass., is being entertained by Mr. and
trated with
many original views of
Mrs. Everett G. Sherwin of Worcester,
Sicily. "Dr. Kingsley has not only at
their cottage, "Sunset," on Hurritravelled extensively through the iscane Ridge. Many sails about the Bay
land and taken first hand
of
were taken by the
occupants of Sunthe place,
but
has
also become
several trips with
the
thoroughly familiar with its history. set, including
the Sea
Gables Hotel to
The interesting facts of the lecture, guests.of
New Meadows Inn.
interposed as they were, with enjoyDr. W. W. C. Spencer of Dean Street,
able bits of humor, combined to make
a most pleasant evening for the appre- iBrookline, Mass., will leave on the first
of this month for his home with Mrs.
ciative audience..
Spencer. Dr. Spencer, who has been
Saturday, the 15th of this month, a
personally interested in Mexican afvery delightful dance was given by the
fairs since the outbreak of the first
guests of Auburn colony. The music
revolution lost over 120 of the best
as usual was furnished by the Castle
bred horses in that State, all being
House orchestra.
The hall was
extaken to carry General Castillo Rosco'a
tremely tastefully decorated on
the
body guard. General Rosco is one of
day before for the musicale which took
Francisco Villa's right hand men.
All
place on that day. Miss Marie Peary the
machinery belonging in the mine
and three of her friends were the
which Dr. Spencer
owned, has been
guests of Dr. and Mrs. William A. Mctaken over by various warring parties
Candless of St. Louis, that evening for
to make bullets and shells or Qther imdinner. The floor was comfortably full
of war.
and the music being superb, the danc- plements
When
in
Portland remember toers were loath to stop.
leave your wraps and packages at A.
Last Wednesday, the 25th, Mr. Ivan
S. Marr on the wharf of the Casco
Arnold of Paterson,
N. J., celebrated'
Bay & Harpswell Lines. A smair
his 18th
birthday. Mr. Arnold Is a charge of five cents is made
and ingraduate of Lawrenceville School, and dividual coat
hangers are used for
will enter the University of Pennsylcoats, wraps, etc. Papers, magazines,
vania this fall.
For the occasion, his souvenir
cards,
confectionery, ice
parents gave a very much enjoyed cream, cigars and tobaccos are also
beach supper under the great cliffs in for sale at the counters. Remember
front of the Auburn colony, which face the name, A, S. Marr, the store with,
73ailey Island. Frankfurter saugages, the Red Signs.—Adv.
ba<*on, rolls, ham, chicken and lettuce
sandwiches and some delicious coffee
8UBSCRIBE FOR THE BREEZE:

j

lastj

pictures

Eagle "MiRado"

Pencil No. 174

i

ited friends.

iDr. and Mrfl. Earle, who have been
spending the numnir in one of the cotwill retages of Mr. William 'Black,
turn next week to their home in Boston.
They have had a moat delightful
season h*»re boating, iflshing and swimming and tfide many congenial friends

most

desirable for

Pond, Maine,

So.Harpswell

en-

are

Mr. Herman

of

W. iFlske

Mass., who have been

These heaters

spent a few weeks as the guest
of Mr. Perley Pitkin at the
cottage of
his family.

ereau

<,

recent

them.

at
their beautiful home, "Fair Oaks," will
spend a part of Septemowr with gueste
at their cottage, ".The Ledges," on the
Sunset Road.

early.

*•

Mrs.

textaining this

This bi£ store was the pioneer in the
Dollar Day field, being the first Portland
store to celebrate this pbpular
shopping
event, just 10 years ago.
This year we have prepared remarkable Dollar Offerings—and we urge all to

the

This hotel undoubtedly
has had as
good a season in proportion to its size i 'Mr. and
Ralph F. Smith and
of'any hotel in the Bay. Many times Mr. Ralph Mrs.
H. Swett have arrived on
the house has been full and none of the
the island.
It is the intention of Mr.
guests left without a large amount of and
Mrs. Smith to remain
on the ispraise and commendation for the ho- land
i
through the month of September
tel.
Many people have, of course, as if the weather
permits.
the season draws V> an end, left.
Still
Miss Ethel Mcllroy of
there are a goodly number of guests
Swampscott,
for her home.
here. Miss Dorothy F. C. Armstrong, Mass., left Wednesday
Miss
Mcllroy has been visiting the
who has been spending the
summer
here and who now is in Portland for a Misses Smith for over a month and
has become converted into an enthusishort stay, spent last Thursday evening at the hotel where she was most asltc supporter of Cliff Island.
Mrs. Sarah Merrill and Mrs. Perley
cordially welcomed by all her many
Pish, both of 'Portland, Maine, have
friends of the island.
been recent guests of 'Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Merrill at their house on IsThe Beeches.
land avenue.
This quiet summer boarding house
A new specie of browntail has been
has had a very successful season, al- |
though at no one time have the guests discovered by some of the residents of
I the island, specimens of which are
come in large numbers, yet it gradualto be submitted to the State Bacterily filled up and has stayed almost full
-The natives are
for the better part ofthe season. Many ologist in Portland.
much concerned and
of the guests here have stayed all the
greatly fear that
great
will
damage
be wrought by
season while others have been here for

.Auburnciale,

j,' j

heen

complete

Perfection
Oil Heaters

having

been here in former years and returned to the island for longer stays. Hecdnt guests to arrive are iMiss M. F.
Reilly and her frfend, Miss Pitts, both
from' Germautown, Peon.

I

has

•Miss Elizabeth Griffiths is entertaining at her cottage, the "Ledges," on
Church Road, Mrs. W. E. Harmon, and
I her daughters, Helen and
Mary Harmon, who are visiting
Miss Griffiths
! for a week or more.
Mr. Harold Hubble and Mr. Hamilton Raynor, both of New 'Rochelle, N.
Y., have been the recent guests of the
Misses Smith at the Kehoe cottage on
the Bluffs.

visits of a month or more. .Most of the
people also have been those who have

Up will go the purchasing power of a Dollar to two, three &nd more times its usual

value.

1

who

all-day motorboat sail to Orr's Island
and "back.

Aucocisco House.

Portland Merchants'

Foreside,

guest of her son, Mr. Leland Merrill,
returned to her home on the
main
land last week, having
greatly enjoyed
every moment of her visit.
Mrs. L. M. Leighton of Portland,
Mrs. Marshall
O. Leighton and her
daugher Helen of Waslungton, D. C..
and Mrs. Josiah H. Johnson and son
Richard of Portland are all guests of
Mrs. Fred Johnson at Sunset cottage
on Sunset Road.
Miss Martha Miles, daughter of Mr.
Gwilym Miles, a grand opera singer of
note, has returned to her home, after

a

assortment of

Day Adventists held at Foxcroft,
Maine has called away several of the
prominent natives of the island.
Among those who are attending these
camp meetings are Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Bickford and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Griffin, Miss Chi^T't.ie Dyer
and Mrs. C. H. Dyer, all of whom are
leaders in the church on the Island.
Mrs. Sarah Merrill of Falmouth

The house-party who have been
spending two weeks in the "RanclifTe,"
cottage on 'Church Road, returned last
week to their homes in Westbrook.
Those of the party leaving were, Mrs.
Helen Greene and daughter, Miss Mildred Greene, Mr. Guy iPlummer, Miss
Ella Sawyer and Mrs. Edward Axelsess.
They greatly enjoyed their stay
here spending much of their time
on the water.
Their last trip was an

Cliff Island

3, Is

We carry

still talking of the
many wonderful costumes they saw there.
The camp meeting of the Seventh

are

was

__

HOMESTEAD.
Bailey Island, Me.
T. E. Hazell
Prop.
(See Adv. in another column.)
Sirs L Y Travis,
Miss Marion Travis,
Miss Viola Travis,
Mrs G Hlanchet, Ottawa, Ont
Helen Blanchct, Ottawa. Ont
E T Carroll & w, Amsterdam
F O'Connell,
N Y
*'r Brownell & w,
Orange
Edith Goldtlnvait,
Hanover
Miss S Webster,
Belmont
Maliel Abbott,
Northampton
Nettie Absalon. Summit. N J
Lillie Goodridge, Cambridge
Chas. L Laphani, Brookline
Miss L Lapham, Brookline
C J Hogan, Bridgeport, N Y
Mabel Williams,
Rochester
Rochester
Josephine Bautel,
Edna Eipper.
Fiske Terrace, N Y
M Eipper,
Fiske Terrace, X Y
K Clemons,
Springfield, N Y
I.aiiria Ball Clemons, Spgfield
J Calvin Moss, Lynchberg, Va
Ada Woodruff,
Summit, N Y
Myra Hastings, Hanover, N H
J C MossX-fam. Lynchburg, Va
Ada Woodruff.
Summit. N I
Myra Hastings. Hanover. N II
Irene Hood.
Cedar Grove.N J
Margaret Yoking,
Brooklyn
Mrs E Wehrman & d,
B'klyn
Montreal
J Haties,
Mrs A II Eorsberg,
Worcester
I H Van SickleXw, Worcester
Mary Fletcher, Hanover. N H
Brookline
^'ary Wheeler,
Miss M Stela.
1'hila
Phila
Mary Stela,

SUMMIT

Mrs.

N Y

Worcester
NYC
l'liila

THE

Mrs. C. M.

seated

violin were dressed in middle blouses
and Miss Van at the piano represented
a young school girl.
Virginia Reel
and Paul Jones were popular amongst
The dancers kept the
young and old.
musicians busy until the wee small
hours of Saturday morning, and then
were loath to leave the floor.
The
affair will long be remembered by all
as
one
of
the most departicipating
lightful affairs ever attempted and successfully managed in any summer resort. great or small.
The guests and their costumes were:
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Arnold of Pater-"
sen, N. J., King and Queen of the
Night; Ruth Gregg of St. Louis, Fairy
Woodruff
Isbell
Gcddess;
of
New
Yoik, Robin Hoed; Edith McEwen of
Newark, Dutch Nurse; Dorothy Collins, Elise Boeckler, Sydnie Brown of
St. Louis, Oriental; William K. McCandless, Jr., of St. Louis, Scotch
Highlander;
Sophie Moffitt of St.
Louis,
Ruth
Spanish
Princess;
McCandless, Mermaid; Joe Dahlgren
of
Princeton, Wandering Minstrel;
Ulric Dahlgren, Jr., Sailor U. S. N.;
Betty Page of Chatham, N. J., School
Girl; George Page. Chief, U. S. N.;
Stanley Page and Currier McEwen of
as
twin
school
Newark,
girls;
Laurie Page as George Washington;
Lansden McCandless, Prince of the
Hussars; Jan P. T. Friis of Medford,
cowboy; Josephine Moffltt represented
"Spring" beautifully decorated with garlands of flowers; Mrs. Eugene Baker,

JOHNSON,

H. F.

WOODBINE &

Waterbury,

many

THE

Lowrenze Maldarelli,
ltr'klyn
I" Reilly, Germantown
Miss i'itts,
Germantown, I'a

was

garbed in a most comical fashion, the
three musicians of the horn, drum and

Hoobyer, P'ssaic.N J
Mary Herbert, Bloomfield, N J
lean E B

THE BEECHES.
Cliff Island, Me.
Mrs. C. i£. Pettengill.... Prop.
(See A<lv. in another column.)
Miss Anita Silcox, N V
Mr A J Smith & w, Concord

the orchestra

decorated ricnly with ivy and hewn
trees, plants and flowers. The lights
were dimmed with reddish jmper, thus
shedding a pleasant glow upon the

Abbreviations; oti., child; d, daughter;
f., or (am., family; m, hod; w, wife.
PEAKS

Cobb, who went there to attend the annual summer ball given at the
hotel.
The ball was a most brilliant masquerade and the Misses Bird and Cobb

•
»■
I
here,
Two,of Jhe.younger aet of the Island
have returned here, after a v|«lt at the
Mouat "Washington House, Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire.
They 'are
Mis* Ethel Bird and Miss Dorothy

P»ok«d On* Doxtn In
:

an

nttr*e(iv« pull-off Box and Half Groan In

For Sale at Yotir Dealer 5c. Each
Hexagon Shape Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, with

or

a

Carton
(

5Oc. per Dozen

Oilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with
best Red Erasive Rubber.
The Mikado is a Superior Quality of Pencil and contains the
very finest specially prepared
lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.
No,

ACCURATELY GRADED IN PIVE DEGREES
No. 2 1-2 Hedlum Hard
No. 3 Hard
No. 4 Extra Hard for
^

Soft
No. 2 Medium
I
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,

377 BROADWAY
■
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PENCIL COMPANY

NEW YORK

Bookkeepers

Gasco Bay & Harpsw3ll

Lines;

Effective July 3rd, 1915.
WEEK DAYS.

OREN

From Portland (Custom House Wharf)s
To Peaks lsiarul (torest City Landing)
—5.45. 6.45. 7.45, 8.45, 10.00 a. m.. 12.15,
1.15, 2.15, 4.15. 5.15, 6.15, 7.30. 8.15, 9.30

Oil Heaters $3a2„5d up

To Cushings Island—6.45, 8.45, 10.00 a.
12.15, 2.1o, 5.15, 6.15, 8.15 p. m.
To Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trelethen
and
Lvergreen
Landings
<Peaks Island)—7.00, 8.00,
10.00 a. m.,
12.15, 2.00, 4.15, 5.20, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
|
To Ponce Landing (Long Island)—7.00,
#.00, 10.00 a. in., 12.15, 1.15,
4.15.
2.00,
■
X5.20. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
To Doughtys Landing (Long Island)—
7.00. 8.00, 10.00 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 4.15,!
#.20. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
T<J Cleaves Landing
(Long
Island)—'
f.00 t. m., 2.00, 5.20, 6.15 p. m.
To Little Chebeague—8.00 a. m., 2.00,
j
tn.,

The Perfection

6.20 p. m.
To ClilT

10.00

a. m.. 1.15, 5.20 p. m.
To
Sunset
and
Eastern
Landings
(Great Chebeague),
Cousins,
Littlejohn
and Bustln Is.anus—7.00 a.
111., 1.15, 5.15

From

niDOLE

Landing

land)—6.15, 7.15, 8.15, 9.35,

(Peaks
11.20 a.

4.10

p.

35

Ism..

m.

Romlosy

Tea Room

GREAT CHEBEAGUE. ME.
Gifts to please ail. Open dny and evening.
Lunches. Ice-cream, Box candies, etc. Special
parties can be accommodated on order.
Frank L. Pettingell. I'rop.
Miss Ethel Fouk. Mgr.
CHEBEAGUE.

(Continued from Page 1.)
of

Portland,

Souvenir

Spoons,

ENGLISH

j

& CO.

j

Haine.
Views of Portland and Vicinity

Congress St., Portland, Me.
(2 doors east Public Library)

609

Tol. 3 4-8 4-

Miss Eleanor Allen,
granddaughter
of General Joshua L. Chamberlain, is
a guest on the island
and
is visiting
her friend. Miss Mabel Bailey, of the
North Shore.
Last week Thursday a
motorboat party was given
by Miss i
Bailey in ho>wr of her guest, Miss Allen.
The party of friends consisted of
Miss Allen, guest of honor,
Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur "Bailey and son Chaplin,
Miss Mabel Bailey, the Misses Louise
and Eleanor Gambrill and the Misses
Margaret and Getrude Albion. The
party sailed down to Haskell's Island,
returning in the evening by moonlight.

Portland,

TEA

purchase most value

ROOM

Breakfast after 8.
On Friday night of last week a picLuncheon 11 to 3.
Afternoon Tea until 7 p.m. nic was given in honor of Miss Allen.

Those invited to this enjoyable affair
were, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bailey and
son Chaplin, Miss Eleanor Allen, Miss
Mabel Bailey, Mrs. Gambrill and her
daughters Louise, Eleanor, Rita and
Virginia Gambrill, the Misses Margaret and Getrude Albion, Barbara Arnold
and Robert Albion.

Rooms Single and En Suite

oPmmls

Bldg., Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

:

|

Sale One Day Only
Come In and See Us

rossl SONS

T. f.

NOVELTY

RUC

COMPANY

Cor. Eim Street and Cumberland Ave.
Portland, Me.
R.ugs Made from Old Carpets

We have just the Rug for the
Cottage
Ciffcrent styles. Our prices will please
you.

EC
•

v>«

IAAIFC X rn
JUllLJ (x V/U.

Bungalow. Call and see our
Reference Poitland Nat. Bank.

or

Fire and Marine Insurance
41 Exchange St.,

Portland,

Dwellings, Hotels, Cottages and Seashore Property
Specialty.
Promptly Adjusted.

Me

a

Losses
Miss Margaret Albion will leave the
E. Linwood Jordan
Edgar L. Jordan
island on the eleventh" of September
for Franklin,
Mass.
Miss
Albion is
going there to become a student of
Dean Academy located near Franklin.
Do
Many of the members of the North
(Next door to Postoffice.)
GREAT CHEBEAGUE, MAINE.
We make a specialty of Developing, Printing and
Shore colony enjoyed a motorboat
Enlarging. All
trip
Our stock of Groceries, Meats and Provisions will please
rolls: 6 exposures ioc, 12 exposures 20c.
Our
Satisfaction guaranteed.
you.
among the islands
last Friday afterBakery will supply you with the best. Ice Cream by plate or measure.
All work delivered when promised.
Special attention to mail orders.noon as the
guests of Mrs. F. S. WebWe solicit your patronage and assure you of courteous
treatment and
ster who was entertaining in honor of
prompt delivery of orders.
guest. Miss
i her
Emily Wellington.
I Miss Wellington returned to her home
Room 211, Second Floo
Fidelity Building, Portland
Harrington of Middleborough, Conn.,
a
HILL CREST.
I in Newton Saturday morning after
is also a guest here.
| delightful week's visit on the island.
mong the summer colony, all of whom Durham the quarterly meeting of the I
Continued from Page 1.)
Mrs. H. K. Robbins
Mr. William Day of Norfolk, Va., who
of
the North
will regret their departure.
Friends which
is held there at this Shore colony entertained a few of her has recently been the guest of Mr. and
i friends at dinner last
It is with genuine regret that
we time of the year.
Friday evening. Mrs. John Small of "Bonny View- painted and donated by Mrs. David L».
1
the
announce the closing of the Red Draghas recently purchased
"The Barnacle" is now deserted and Among those
present were,
Mr. and Farm,"
Cardozo, was awarded to .Miss Bertha
on Gift
Shop and Tea Room after Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hart and family Mrs. Louis S. Dietz and Mr. and Mrs. Barnewell J. Thompson place. Next Quinnam, she
having thirty-five points
the end of
this week.
Miss Flagg, have left the island and returned to Henry Hoyer and Mrs. Robbins' daugh- summer Mr. 'Day plans to erect a to her
credit, the highest score made.
Miss Marie Robbins.
ter,
house
the manager, has made many friends. their home in Newton
make
here
he
intends
to
which
Mrs.
Center, Mass.
Thomas
Arundel secured the
All hope that she will come again an- They, however, had such a
The young set of the North Shore into his winter as well as summer
gooi time
booby for her work of the evening, and
other year.
home.
while here and made so
her gift was a diamond pin
many fr'ervlc rolony recently spent a most enjoyable
(a dime
A meeting in the interest of Equal that they are expected to return again evening together.
Mr.
and
Mrs. G. Parker Boyden and pin). The party was
The entertainment
arranged and
next
summer.
beine
in the form of a Progressive from Brookline, Mass., who have open- conducted
Suffrage was held on the veranda and
by Miss Addie A. M. Johnlawn of Mrs. Martha Newell on Friday
The first course was served ed their cottage "Camp Wapole" in the son of Allston, Mass. The
Mr. and
Mrs.
Edward Capps
of Supper.
following play•at
Mr. and
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs.
sum- ed, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Mrs.
Marion Washington,
Arnold's cottage. Massachusetts colony for the
D. C., are spending a
Johnson, Mies A.
From
there the itinerary was as fol- mer, have as their
Booth Kelley, the distinguished speak- few days on the island as the
guest Mr. and G. Frawley, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Arguests of
er of Boston, Mass., made an eloquent Mrs. S. :R. Capps.
second
course
at
MNoddle- Mrs. W. Nurse also from
Brookline, undel, Mr. and Mrs. Scofield. Mrs. David
Mr. Edward Capps lows:
appeal for the Cause, and the large has purchased the Dr. Bray lot neigh- Head." the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Mass.
L. Cardozo, Mr. I. F. Frost, Miss M. P.
audience
listened
very
attentively. boring to that of Mrs. S. R. Capps. Mr, William A. .'Harris, third course at the
Mr, and Mrs. S. W. Goss recently Frost, Miss Ruth Steinhardt, Miss BerMrs. Newell made a few remarks
and Capps intends to have erected on this •Gambrills and fourth
tha Quinnam. Mr. and Mrs.H. W. Hoke,
course
at the entertained Miss Josephine Holcomb.
then the speaker asked for questions, to lot during the winter a
Russell Hoke and Mr. David Hunter.
cottage which Webster cottage. After the dinner
he will probably occupy next
which several responded.
Summit House.
summer. ! was over the party went back to the
Saturday morning thirty-eight of the
guests enjoyed a sail to Bailey Island
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cooke and their Gambrill cottage where they spent the
Those who wish to see
the charmThe house during the past week has
ing paintings of Mr. Frederick Anton son, Mr Allen Cooke, all left this week remainder of the evening playing had several guests register and a num- and explored the points of interest on
Komlosy at the Souvenir Shop at the from their cottage, "Alder Cottage," charades. Those who made lip the ber are expected Saturday for a two this popular and leading island of the
party were as follows: the Misses
The Giant Stairway was considEast End can avail themselves of this for their home in Newton, Mass.
weeks' vacation. The weather has bay.
Mr.
privilege for this week only as the Allen Cooke will soon resume his Margaret and Getrude Albion, Barbara been favorable for sailing and several ered the most wonderful and impresShop will close on Saturday. Mr. Kom- studies at the Choate School, Conn., Arnold, Eleanor, Louise, Rita and Vir- of the guests have enjoyed the pleas- sive of the natural beauties of this
losy's paintings of Chebeague have where he is very prominent in ath- ginia Gambrill, Olive Webster, Ambia urable pastime. Among the late ar- place. Saturday evening a sailing parand Harriet Harris and Miss Eleanor
ty was the attraction and eighteen of
been much admired and many will un- letics.
Miss Esther Cooke left the isrival to. register was
Mr. George
L.
Allen, while Miss Hart-Lester Harrys
the guests sailed to Portland to give
doubtedly be pleased to carry away land two weeks ago for ^Newton.
Stone
of
Mass.
This
is
his first
Salem,
and Miss Marie' Robbins dressed
a farewell salute to Miss Agnes A. Evas
these delightful souvenirs
of
their
Of the many families to leave
outing on the is|and and he is greatly
the servingmaids, waited up on the
ans, one of the popular guests at the
summer holiday.
In the
young pleased with the
autumn and, Island this week is that of
many attractions of- hotel
Dr. and Mrs. women.
who left for her home in New
early winter Mr. Komlosy will have' N. D. Johnson, who with their
fered
to Cne pleasure seeker.
Mr.
children, 1 Dr. and Mrs.
! exhibits in Portland and New York
and Stone has taught school at Port Rico, York on the evening train.
Miss Maud Richmond and Miss
Paterson-Smyth
Irene family return this week
Sunday afternoon at 4.30 P. M. a
ty. At present he Is undecided wheth-' Johnson, left
to St. George's but the past year he has been
teaching
Tuesday for Waltham, Rectory,
er he will spend the winter or not
Canada, where Dr. Paterson- at Salem, Mass. Among other recent party of guests motored to Portland to
on
Mass.
Miss Maud Richmond has gone
Smyth is Arch Deacon.
the island in pursuance of his art.
Professor guests are. Miss Grace K. Adams and give a farewell salute to departing
to 'New York to commence her rehearguests who were leaving that evening
and Mrs. Harold Wilson, who have
John I. Adams of 'Auburndale, Mass.
Mrs. Roy Taylor and son
Richard sals for the
coming season.
Miss been visiting Dr. and Mrs.
on the Boston steamer.
Tuesday, a
PatersonBoth
were
among the guests of last
who have been spending the summer: Richmond will not be seen
in stock
delightful sail was the principal event
at their cottage "Olive Lodge,"
Smyth
and
are renewing
year
they
with Mrs. Taylor's mother, Mrs. iBick-1 this year, but will travel with one of
acquainof
the
day.
will remain
here a fortnight
longer tances of many friends. They were
nell Hall, of Folkestone Lodge, have the Belasco
productions. They have when they will
Dr. and Mrs. William L. McC'.andless
lea\VJ for Texas where recently jo!|ed by their
brother, H. W. of Philadelphia are at the hotel for a
departed for their home in Taunton,1 spent a most enjoyable summer at Professor Wilson will
Resume
his
duwife
and daughter of Boston, short
Adams,
Mass.
Very soon, however, they will their cottage, 'ILyndhurst," and look ties at Rice Institute.
sojourn. They have
sevMass. All will remain here for an ex- eral seasons at Deer Pointspent
go to Lowell, Mass.,
and make their forward to next summer
when
and are
they
At
the
Hawkes
tended
Camp, East End, the
sojourn and they anticipate a familiar with the beauties of the
home there as Mr. Taylor has recently will again be on the island.
Misses -Norton entertained last week delightful outing.
island.
A motorboat trip was much
engaged in business In that city.
enjoyed their father, Mr. F. C. Norton, of Au-'
Mrs. Lucy Jones and her son Fred by the younger people of the -Artists
Me. Othef recent guests here
burn,
have closed their cottage at the East Point colony.
Among those present were Mr. L. B.Shaw and Mr. H. E.
End and have left the Island
for Dur- were, Miss Elizabeth Ash,
Katherine Hilton, both from Auburn, Me.
The
Mr.
N.
H.
will
and
attend
while
in
Croshy,
They
"Distinctive Style"
M™. Joseph E. Kelly, Mieaes Norton return this week to
I ham,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
'Harding, Miss their home in Auburn after a delightLouise Newell, Miss Katherine
Adamp, ful month's stay on the island. This la
Miss Ellison and Miss
Dorothy Light, their first visit to the laland and they
The young men of the party were as
fol- are so charmed and pleased with it
lows: Allen Cooke, Robert
Spauldlng, that they intend to return next year
Frederic Sweeney, John Morgan
Ash. for a longer visit here.
3rd, Jack Crosby and Thomas Crosby.
I
Many of the younger people of the
Mr. Charles Christiansen, who
baa East End colony had an enjoyable sail
been a recent guest on the island, has last week with Mr. Harold
Sawyer In
now returned to his
his large boat.
Mr. Sawyer came ohome.
ver from Littlejohns Island and
On Monday of this week Miss
took
Eliza- I most of the
beth Ash and Miss Margaret
younger set of the colony,
Ash of
twenty-flve In number, for an afterArtists Point will leave the island
with noon's sail
about the islands of the
their guest. Miss Katharine
for
Adams,
bay, their destination being New
Fisher's Island, New
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Dragon Cift Shop and

very kindly

Compasses,

will

J. R.. TAYLOR.

South Shore
Great Chebeague, Me.

age and hospitals
Hamilton
having
them there.

Exchange Street,

Let Us
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Red
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Portland, He.
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Mr. C. H. Roberts spent the weekpnd with his family and returned with
them last Monday to their home jn
Arlington Heights, Mass., where they
will remain
for the
winter season, j
This is the first season the Roberts
have spent on the island and they are
so charmed
with it that they hope to 1
return next year for a longer stay.

INSURANCE■■■

CHESTER L, JORDAN & GO.

From Mere Point—5.35, 9.20 a. m.
From Birch Island—5.30, 9.15 a. m.
From Harpsweli Center—5.15. 9.00 a. m.
Additional Trip. Saturdays Only.
10.00 p. m. for Little and
Great Diamond Islands, Trefethen and
Evergreen
Landings
(Peaks
Island),
Ponce and
Doughty Landings (Long Island). Return
—Leave Doughty Landing 10.50 p.
m..
Ponce
Landing 11.00 p. m..
Landing 11.05 p. m.. TrefethenEvergreen
Landing
II.10 p. m.. Great Diamond
Island 11.15
p. m.. Little Diamond Island 11.20
m.
t
References: a—Stops on notice to p.
purser to land passengers
only, x—Express.
B.
[E.
WINSLOW. Pres't.
C. W. T. GODING, Gen. M*r.

F.

51

m.

From Eastern Landing (Great Chebeague)—6.15, 10.00 a. m., 3.D0 p. m.
From Bustln Island—5.55, 9.40 a.
mM
8.00
p.

Soldiers' Monument

WILLIAM

Friday, Sept. 3
The day when

At
the Massachusetts
colony Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. P. Winn of Waltham
and Mrs. 'M. R. Ross of Watertown,
Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
George Hicks at their summer home,
the Berry cottage.

ST., BELOW FREE

Exchange St.,

DOLLAR DAY

Mr.
Herman "Sylvester,
who has
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Chas. W.
Cordes, left for his home in North
Conway, Me., last week.

Dwellings. Cottages, Hotels and Seaside Property
H. N. PINKHAM.
insured in the leading companies
H. W. SUSSKRMJT.
P. C. HU3SEY

From Bailey Island (York
6.30, 9.30 a. m., 2.15, 3.55 p. m. Landing)—
From Orrs Island—5.15, 9.15 a. m.,
2.00,
8-40 p. m.
From Sunset
Landing (Great Chebeague)—6.45, 10.30 a. m., 3.50 p. m.
From Cousins Island—6.35, 10.20 a.
m.,
8.40 p. ir.
J From Littlejohn Island—6.30, 10.15 a.
m., 3.35 p.

FIRE

—

1.35, 3.35, 5.30, 8.35 p. m.
From Evergreen Landing (Peaks Island)— 6.i0. 7.10, 8.10, 9.30, 11.15 a. m..
1.30, 3.30, 5.25. 8.30 p. m.
From Ponce Landing (Long
Island)—
6.00, 7.15, 8.00, 9.20, 11.05 a. m.. 1.20, 3.50,
6.15, 8.10 p. m.
From Doughtys Landing (Long Island)—
6.50, 7.05, 7.50, 9.10, 10.55 a. m., 1.10, 3.15,
6.05, 8.15 p. m.
From Cleaves Landing
(Long Island)—
C.45, 6.55, 8.55 a. m., 3.00, 5.10 p. m.
From Little Chebeague—6.50, 9.00 a. m..
I.05, 5.05 p. m.
From Cliff Island—6.35, 10.40 a. m.,
3.25,
4.50 p. m.
From Western Landing
(Great Che-,
beague)—6.20, 10.25 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
From Central Landing (Great Chebeague)—6.10, 10.15 a. m., 3.00, 4.35 p. ml
From South Harpsweli—5.45, 9.45 a.
m.,

^•30,

gives

DOW & PINKHAM

m.

irerethen

use,

1

From Great Diamond Island—6.20, 7.20,
8-20, 9.40, 11.25 a. m„ 1.40, 3.40, 5.J5, 8.40

1

flinute

m.

m.
rrom

safe to

j

Hooper's vSons

Oren
I

To Mere Point, PSrch Island and
Harp•well Center—7.00 a. m., 5.15 p. m.
Return (Week Days.)
To Portland:
From Peaks Island (Forest City Landing)—6.15, 7.20, 8.15, 9.15, 10.3u, 11.40 a.
m., 1.20, 2.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35, 7.50,
8.45,
10.15 p. m.
From Cushings Island—7.00, 9.00, 10.15
A. in.. 1.05, 2.45, 5.45, 6.45, 8.55
p. m.
From Little Diamond Island—6.25,
7.25,
S.25, 9.45, 11.30 a. in., 1.45. 3.45, 5.40, 8.4a

p.

Improved,

quick heat when and where you want it.
iYlail orders filled promptly.

Island, Western and Central j
Landings
(Great
South
Chebeague),
Harpswell, Bailey and Orrs Islands—7.00.

p.

SONS

JUST OUTSIDE THE HIGH RENT DISTRICT.

p. m.

p.

HOOPER'S

of Peru, Me., and Mrs. Webber and her
daughter Elizabeth of Rumford, Me.,
have all returned to their various
homes having had
a most delightful
and enjoyable visit on the island.
•Mrs. Walter .McCourt and Mrs. William Hill, both
of Fitohburg,
Mass..
have been visiting Mr. Alvin Hamilton.
Mrs.
McCourt's
Miss
Susie
niece,
Hamilton, of the island accompanied
Mrs. Court upon her return
to
her
home last week and will probably be a
guest there for two or three weeks
when she will return again to the island.

Mr.
^ent

J. Morgan Ash, 3rd. arrived on
the
Island Friday morning and will remain
with his parents at their cottage
on
the south shore until September 13th.
Mr. Ash has been in charge of "Camp
Kent," a camp for young men at Willsboro, N. Y., in the northern part of the
Empire St$te. Mr. Ash will return to
the Kent school at Connecticut this fall
and take a post graduate course with
the idea of entering Cornell
College
In 1916.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Robertson
and family of Montreal, Can., and Mrs.
Robertson's mother, Mrs. M. S. Baldwin, all of whom have been spending
the summer here, departed Monday for
Gorham, Me., where they are to spend
a week, prior to going
to their home.
The family have spent many summers
here and they have many friends a-

j

Ci-J

|

j

|

Be Ready For
The Next Cold

Snap

On- of these 69c Maroon Rubber Hot Water Bottles is a handy thing to have- in the cottage the
first cold nights. Guaranteed to give one year's
service.
We are agents also for the KANTLEEK RUBBER GOODS the line with the two years' guarantee, which includes Hot Water Bottles, Fountain Syringes, Ice Bags and other useful articles.
The Cello Metal Hot Water Bottle if you prefer
it in 3 sizes, $2, $2.50, $3 each.
In these

days
prepared.

of sudden

changes

it is well to be

HAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.

TO H~H.H^ SONS POT
\rt/

PORTLAND. ME.

AU*AY» LOOK rom

THi IN OVA err T MAKK

York, where they Meadows
Inn, where they had "light
will be Miss AdamB' guests for
the re- ( refreshments
before their return to the
mainder of the month.
Mr. E. B. Stllson of
| island.
Much talk Is being made among the
Mass., has been spending aWorcester,
few days summer
on the island as the
residents of the East End
guest of Mr. and
the lack of a float at the
Mrs. Alonzo iHamllton. Mr.
concerning
Stllson is landing.
As the wharf Is now it is
the Superintendent of the
Western
Massachusetts Bible Association and very difficult for small motorboats to
land passengers
travels extensively
here. Also people
throughout the
country. Ten years ago was the last last year were fond of going in swimfrom
the
float.
time Mr. Stllson had been on
All the residents
the Island ming
would
and he was
greatly surprised and towardbethewilling to contribute money
purchase of a float If repleased at the great and
many
which have taken place since changes quested. Is there not some person on
then.
the
Island
public spirited enough to
Recent visitors on the Island have |
put In a little time to gather together
been Miss Margaret
and
Cassldy
the
Mr.
money and purchase a new float.
and Mrs. Stanley Bennett
with their
Mrs. IP, J. Horne of Portland,
son Donald. All
spent last week as the
who has been
guests of Mr. and Mm. W. F.'
spending the summer
Bennett with friends at her
at their home near
cottage near EastCentral Landing.
I ern Landing, has now left the Island.
Mr. Chas. Hlllman of (Portland
and Mrs. Horne ha« gone 1 to her home In
his daughter, Mrs. fRobert
Hlbbard of Woodfords, Me., whwe she will reNew York, and her husband
spent a main for the winter season.
day on Chebeague last week,
calling
on their many
friends. Mr. and Mrs. | "Bonny View Farm", formerly th«
Hlbbard plan to return here next gum- Children's Orphanage, but now the
summer
residence of Mr. and Mrs.
met" to spend their vacation at
the Hill
John Small,! has as It* guest, Mrs.
Crest Hotel,
Email's friend, Mrs. Alice
Kendall, of
Merton Walker and his
ipother BMchertowo, Mass.
Her. Burnham

|

Hijr.

JSC*

People from all parts of the country buy Furniture in our store.
Why?
Because they find here things that have irresistible appeal —and which they know they
may
not find elsewhere.
m

28 Frtt»
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8tr««t,

Portland, M«
Foandsd 1830

"Tb« Btors Bacatlfal"
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